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Murray, Ky., Wednesday

In Our 91st Year

Afternoon,

A. B. Crass Reported
To Be Much Improved

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

April 29, 1970

Kiwanis Club
Sets Donut
Sale Thursday

10* Per Copy

Three Collisions Are
Investigated Tues

Vol. LXXXXI No. 101

Torrential Rains
Drench Kentucky
Tuesday; Four Die

Three traffic collisions were
investigated by the Murray Police Department on Tuesday.
The first occurred at 8:30 a.
m. on Kentucky Avenue. Cars
The Kiwanis Club of Murray involved were a 1965 Plymouth
will hold its annual spring do- driven by Mavis Manning Gibbs
cabinet
the
to
go
to
We used
nut sale on the north side of of 917 North lath Street, and
when we needed a clean dish,
town Thursday, April 30th be- a 1968 Ford Fairlane owned by
glass, knife or fork, now we go
tween 5 and 6 P. in.
Joseph L. Rose and driven by
to the dishwasher. Seems that
.Price of the donuts will -be Barbara Anderson Rose of 1810
It is fairly easy to fill the thing
75 cents per dazen and pro- Sherrie Lane, Murray.
pasup just to clean up the place.
At least four persons drown nake it difficult to board
ceeds of the sale will be used
push
to
easy
fairly
also
is
It
for community projects spon- Police said the Gibbs car was ed in Kentucky TueMay, as tor- sengers.
the button that starts the
going north on Kentucky Ave- rential spring rains drenched
A final decision on the race
sored by the Kiwanis Club.
wheezy monster into motion.
for
she
nue
that
stopped
and
due today.
deis
train
a
causing
state,
the
Club members will be assistBut, when it comes to putting
An unmanned towboat which
ed in the sale by members of the stop sign. Mrs. Rose, go- railment and evacuations at Harup all the clean dishes and
`Vas Wu from its moorings
the Circle K club of Murray ing west on Ryan Avenue, said lan and Calvary.
things from the dishwasher, this
the Gibbs car started across the
Stephen T. Burden II, 2, soil at Boonesboro on the Kentucky
State University.
proves to be extremely diffistreet and so to keep from hit- of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen T. River was guided back to shore
ting the Gibbs car she swerved Burden, Lewispon, was drown- at Clays Ferry on the Madisoncult if net_impossible.
to the right hitting the fire hy- ed in Hancock County when he Fayette County line several
The Deseret Club at Murray
drant, according to the police slipped into a rain-Swollen hours later.
Met • fellow last night who
State University will hold an
report. Mrs. Gibbs said she beck- drainage ditch.
was born in the Yucatan, home
Ernest Cannon, lockmaster at
open house from 9 am. to 9
ed her car up from the original
of the Mayan culture.
Murray Optimist Club President, Jerry liowdoo meg
State police said an unidenti- Kentucky River Dam No. 9,
of
basement
p.m. today in the
position, the police report said. fied teenaged boy drowned in said heavy rains had caused the
board members, James Thompson and Dan Boss look over
the Student Union Building.
No damage was reported to Clay County near Goose Rock. "Sharmrock" to break loose
Says he used to play baseball the final plans for the Optimist Club Scholarship Program.
The theme of the open house The Sixth Annual Laker the Gibbs car, but the Rose car
next to the ancient temples of The program is designed to assist local young men desiring
A Ft. Knox private from Cali- from its Boonesboro moorings
is "Did Christ Walk the Amer- Songfest will be presented by was damaged on the front end. fornia, was drowned Theeday where it had been kept during the Mayas, much to our envy. to attend Murray State University. Three 0200 scholarships
icas?".
the choral department of the The fire hydrant was knocked when an M-113 armored per- the winter months.
will be awarded for the 1970-71 school rear.
Members of all faiths are in-. Calloway County High School over in the accident, according sonnel carrier was swept downThe complete lack of logic in
Cannon said John Kelly, dock
vited to attend according to on Thursday, April 30, at 7:30 to the police report.
the present taxing setup in
stream as it crossed Dry Branch, operator at Clays Ferry, and,
FuNinth and Poplar Streets was three miles south of post.
club president, Lincoln D.
p.m. in Jeffrey Gym.
Calloway County is depicted so
oeveral other workers headed
Qua.
The Mixed Chorus, Girls Cho- the acene of the collision at
well in the information releasFour other soldiers escaped the large craft toward the shore
rus, and Freshman Chorus, will 2:50 p.
ed that in spite of increased asfrom the vehicle.
with a barracade of motorpresent the program under the Cava involved were a 1967
seeiments in the county, there
PIO said his parents still boats.
The
The Paris District Church Exdirection of Mrs. Josiah Dar- Buick four door driven by Max. had not been contacted by 9 a.
will be no corresponding inA barge that was connected
tension Society of the United
nall, and Miss Geraldine Verr- me Melton Masao of Lynnville, m. today.
crease in funds received by the
to the towboat sank when the
at
meet
will
Church
Methodist
igni, the present student teach- and 'a 1964 Plymouth two door
schools. Of course this same
broke away from its
Mitchell Mulligan, 6, appar- craft
South Fulton Methodist Church
owned by Jackie Cooper and
er.
fact is true all over the state
Boonesboro dock.
fell
he
when
drowned
May
in South Fulton on Sunday,
because of House Bill I which
The University School Par- The program will feature driven by Kyoto Motaumoto Co- ently
3, at 2:30 p.m. All ministers of ent-Teacher Association will songs from a well-known Broad oper of 212 South 16th Street from a bridge into Silver Creek,
freezes the school tax income.
The Murray Optimist Club an the Paris District as well as re- sponsor parent-teacher confer- way musical, "Brigadoon." This
Police said the adasoe car was Madison County, in the Blueff assessments go up, the school
the
establishment
of
the
each
today
from
going
presentatives
flounced
north on 9th and the grass region of Kentucky. Resthat
so
performed
been
decreased
has
musical
be
tax must
ence day on Friday, May 1.
Scholarship
atin
Club
be
will
Optimist
an
car was going east on cue welters continued a search
churches
Cooper
local
of
prothan
stage
more
other
any
the taxpayer pays no
School will not be in ses- more than
Program for local male, high tendance.
Poplar. Both had pulled up to for the body today.
he did.
sion and refreshments will be duction.
A rockslide in the mountains
school seniors desiring to attend
The Paris District Church Ex- served in the lobby by the hos- Among other selections will the four wan stop, the police
of southeastern Kentucky forctension Society gives aid to pitality committee.
be "A Time For Us" from Ro- report said.
The only way the schools can Murray State University.
The scholarship awards 101 new churches and to new buildmeo and Juliet, "If Ever I Damage to the Mason car was ed five cars of a northbound
get more money is by a special
Leave You" from Came- CM the left front end and to Louisville & Nashville Railroad
Would
voted tax by the people. Even the first year will be three $200 ing or expansion projects. South
STRAY KITTEN
lot, and "Young Americans", a the Cooper car can the right coal train to derail, crushing the
if assessment; increased 100 per awards with primary consider. Fulton Church is the newest
engine and trapping its driver
modern pop tune, "Come to the front and side.
cent or 300 psi cent, schools ation being given to young men Methodist church in the district,
A white kitten with
"Happiness Is" will be the
Fair" by Martin, and "My Be- Tueeday afternoon a collision in the cab.
would stEl sot as more, the with a financial need. This pro- having been organized four spot on the top of his
occurred on Maple Street beEngineer Donald Hall, 28, of theme of the fifth annual syn
loved" by Brahma.
school tax rate would mast/ gram is in keeping with the years ago. They were assisted strayed to a home an
The Calloway Laker Band, dir- tween a car driven by Loman Irvine, was trapped for more chronized water ballet to be
be cut to the point where they overall goal of the Optimist in building their new church by Street. The kitten seems i be
rescue crews presented by the Sea Mists of
received the same income as Club which is to help deserving, the District Church Extension someone's pet. 11 this is year ected by David Berry, will also Ruciell Bogard of 506 South than an hour as
11th Street and a 1967 Chevro- worked to clear rocks. He was Murray State University April
Society.
needy young men.
program.
the
for
play
last year.
pet, call 753-3453 for further
at 30-May 1-2
Club president, Jerry Bow- John H. Perkins of .Murray,
A reception will be held fol- let pickup corned by C. E. Cher- listed in serious condition
information.
LexTwo of the nicest folks YOU den, said that funds for this is president of the District Soc.
lowing the program where the ry and driven by John A. Me. Good Samaritan Hospital,
Schedulect for 6 p.m. in the
ington, with head injuries and
would ever want to meet, Dr. program were derived from the iety and will be in charge of
Art Department will display Crack on of Dover, Tenn
PRUE PUPS
Carr Health Building on the
Bogard
was
Optimist Club Christmas Tree the meeting. Dr. Wayne A.
going
west
arm.
on
broken
a
is
Dunn
and Mrs. James Parr.
Larry
several works.
campus, the program will conMaple Street when McCracken
Sale and Cushion Sale.
Lamb is District Superinten•
A number of families remainFour cans-half Beagle pups the art instructor.
sist of 12 numbers by the 15tohomes
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dent.
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from
a
their
male
Graduating
parking
space
from
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ed
business
in
'Success or failure
Everyone is cordially invited
need new homes. For one of
whish
hitting the Bogard car on the day after flood waters in south- member swimming group,
is caused more by the mental from Calloway County, Murray
these call Gene Lovins, phone to attend. Tickets will be on
is under the direction of Idles
their
right
forced
rear
and
University
School,
side,
Kentucky
High
to
according
eastern
attitude even than by mental
436-5377, or come after five sale at the door for sixty and
Graham, health and physithe police report.
evacuation. The largest evacua- Nita
capacities" . . . . Walter DW School interested in applying
p. m. on Saturday.
thirty cents.
instructor and oreducation
cal
about
Mrs.
where
Norma
urged
are
Jean
a
scholarship
Bogard,
for the
tion was in Harlan,
Scott
Sea Mists.
the
of
ganizer
from
passenger
in
their
the
car, reported 35 families were taken
to immediately contact
NOW YOU KNOW
to be suffering pain in the neck, houses in the low-lying areas.
perform in varwill
girl
Each
Places around town where guidance counselors for t he
The Robertson Elementary
the polite report said.
At Harlan, headwaters of the ious numbers — with the finhedges, walls, etc. make blind necessary application forms. School will present the annual
The pocket mouse is a tiny
Cumberland River reached a 19- ale entitled "Happiness Is —
corners. Residents who have Additional information may be spring music pageant on Friex- 1
foot crest, just below flood Being a Sea Mist" to include the
such obstructions to traffic obtained by contacting Tommy day, May 1, at 7:30 p.m. in the North American rodent with
ternal cheek pouches lined with
stage. State Police reported "a entire group. One solo, two duwould do well to remove them Marshall at 782-2548 or 753- Murray High auditorium.
'Kentucky
fur.
8452.'
multitude of slides" in the Cum- os and one trio will be featured
or reduce them in heighth.
This year's play is entitled
River Valley.
cadeta bran Murray
berland
ROTC
during the program.
"Up, Up, Away In My Beautiful
strong wind and electric
will participate
University
A
Darlene Leonard, an OwensState
In no case should a motorist
Balloon".
storm knocked out telephone boro junior, will be featured in
in field training on Kentucky
have to ease out into an interThe leading roles will be playand
Hinz
John
Alexander,
Eli
service to several hundred per- the solo number. Other team
Lake just north of Wild Cat
section to see if anyone is aped by Renee Taylor, 6th grade
Doherty from the sons in Fayette County earlier
Creek, Friday and Saturday, Eula Mae
members are:
proaching.
student, and Brent Austin, 5th
sysMurray Independent school
in the day and left many famMay "mid 2.
grade student.
attended a one-day work- ilies without electricity.
Marlene Leonard, Owensboro
The Young Women's AuxiliThe training will consist of tem
Take note of the intersectional
Admission will be fifty cents,
pharmacist day and night compass courses, shop on teaching the inquiry
A KentuckY utilities spoken junior; Linda Stovall, Eddyville
accidents released each month ary of the Blood River Baptist children, twelve and under, at Willard Ails, head
the Murray-Calloway County night patrolling, and a series of method in social studies con- man said the compeny received senior; Donna Thompson, Calby Councilman Max Weaver and. Association will meet Thursday, free. Tickets will be sold at the
ducted by the Region I, ESEA about 300 calls Tuesday of pow- vert City freshman; Donna
Hospital, spoke on "Drug A- small unit leadership
the Police Department. Highest April 30, at 7:30 p.m. at the door.
Title Ill project at Kentucky gr failures, mostly from the Fronapel, Coming, N.Y., junbuse" at the meeting of the problems. The trainingreaction
Church.
Flint
Baptist
is
12th
at
is
deaccidents
of
incidence
ior; Donna Pinner, Louisville
Kirksey Elementary School Par- signed to prepare the cadets for Dam Village last week..
southern end of the county.
Speakers for the meeting will
and Story, double the number
ent-Teacher
Association held an their six week summer camp
In Louisville, where April senior; Linda Metzger, Paducah
will
be
who
speak
Buck.
Morton
at any other intersection over
Tuesday evening at the school. training this 'summer.
John Good, co-author of the rains have set a record, high of junior; Sue Beebe, Covington
on '"Personal Soul Winning",
a three month period.
Ails placed the drugs in four
The training will begin at Fenton social studies materials, 11.01 inches for the month, the freshman; Kay Webb, Seneca
• and Sidney Portia who will
categories namely stinualants, approximately 5 p. in., Finder toad .partleir..1.4, from school alosely risidg Ohio River threat- Falls, N.Y., junior; Debbie
"Doctor, I can't understand why--/-apeok1111 tbeAbanges that will
narcotics, and non- May 2 and end approximately systems throughout Western ens Thursday's steamboat race Spaulding, Louisville sophodepressants,
I get so many headaches," corn- be made in the 701 and how it
The Navy Recruating Office
Kentucky, "There is no sueh between the Belle of Louisville more; Cheryl Schindler, LouisHe told of 12 noon Saturday, May 3.
medical
substances.
will
affect
the
YWA.
don't
"1
man.
young
the
plained
in Paducah has asmounced that
ville% sophomore; Debbie Conas educated — past tense, and'Cincinnati's Delta Queen.
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the
ormembers
of
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drink, smoke, stay out late,
Chief Petty Officer Jerry Gilpeo- uld be, aware that cadets will denoting completion. There is
stantine, Louisville freshman;
young
readany
the
said
drugs
urged
and
have
Officials
to
are
ganizations
urged
attend
key is the new navy recruiter
even bother with women. What's
them. He was be training in the area and-that only education — an ongoing ing near 18.4 feet would make Terry Moore, Clewiston, Fla.,
and visitors are welcome.
for the Murrayeailovray Co- ple not to use
wrong, doc?"
introduced by Lubie Parrish.
blank anumuntioi, artillery sim- process that is lifelong. Know- holding the race difficult. The junior; Debbie Ward, Milford,
"Perhaps," replied the doctor,
unty area.
Mrs. Harold Fones presented ulators, and other devices to ledge of facts and generalizat- depth on the upper guage at NJ., freshman; and Michele
"your halo is on too tight!"
Chief Gilkey has been in the gifts from the PTA to the
VFW MEET
simulate field cornbat conditions ions is important — indeed es- the McAlpine lock and dam Whitelock, Mayfield senior.
Navy for fiteen years and has eighth grade mothers whose last will
Admission for the program
be used," a spokesman said. sential — are the ability and reached more than 17 feet tothe submarine service child in school is graduating
is 73 cents.
motivation of the student to day.
A special meeting of all vet- served in
for the past ten years.
from the eighth grade this ),ear.
judge and assimilate new inforONE CITED
erans of foreign wars will be
Swift currents make the old
He will be in Murray every
mation far beyond the confines sternwheelers hard to handle
They were Mesdames James
held at Gladys Janes' place on
at
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10:00
m.
a.
the
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rnti.d Pre.* International
C. Paschall, L E. Outland Paul
Friday, ?day 1, at eight p.
One person was cited for of the classroom. This is the and muddy ground and high
Post Office building.
D. Jones, Jack Cain, Joe Willi- speeding by the Murray Police true challenge to social studies water at the dock site could
ford, Fred Butterworth, Bun H Department on Tuesday.
education today.
Kentucky: Partly cloudy and
Hughes, Robert Hoke, Harry L.
a little warmer through ThursPotts, A. J. Marshall, John Pucday. High today 76 to 86. Lows
kett, Clayton Adams, Darrell
72.
tonight 62 to ,
Brandon, Dorothy Lamb FreeIon Pierce, Aubrey Newsome,
Casting for the play "RsEXTINDED OUTLOOK
Clayborne Crick, John Tucker,
meses", which is to be staged at
Extended outlook for Kenand Jerry Smell.
Kenlake Amphitheatre beginntucky Friday through Sunday.
Carl Howard read from I Coring June 12, will be completed
Scattered thundershowers and
in prayinthians
led
4:16-17
and
Sunday at 4 gm. it was anoccasional rain, likely Friday
er for the devotion.
nounced by Phillip Padgett, Dirand Saturday becoming fair SunThe slate of new officers for
ector.
day. Warm Friday becoming
the coming year was read by
Padgett also said that final
cooler Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Jimmy Wilson. Elected
readings will be held this SatHighs lowering from the 80s
were Mrs. Pones, president,
urday and Sunday at noon at
Friday to the upper 601 and UpMrs. Rudy Lovett, vice-predthe amphitheatre. Anyone wishper 706 Saturday and Sunday.
dent, Mrs. Bill Crick, secretary,
ing to read for a part should
Lows will be in the 60s Friday
and Mrs. Jewel McCallon, treahave a prepared presentation of
and in the upper 40s to the u%
surer.
their choice not to exceed 4
per 50s.
Named to the auditing comminutes. School teachers, colmittee were Mrs. Alvin Usrey,
lege age young people, adults
Mrs. Elvin Crouse, and Mrs. Pat
and senior high school students
Bogard.
are especially invited to the
• Mrs. Fones announced that
tryouts.
the potluck supper for the
Rehearsals will begin at 6
men's and women's basketball
A gospel singing will be held
Wednesday, June 3, with
p.m.
teams will 'be held Saturday,
at the Hardin Elementary Scho
opening date set for Friday,
May 9, at the school. Trophies
ol on Saturday, May 2, at 7.30
June 12. All rehearsals will be...-....-eiwor•
will be given and everyone is
p.m.
0
,
gin prompt1ok*.104 2,41
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1
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Brothers. Melocii, Notes,
Willard Ails, pharmacist at the Murray-Calloway COW?.
• The play Ramsay,is the-story
•the eighth grade, and refresh
ission
Friendly Founltydiospital, spoke ons-"Drug Abuse" at tbe meeting of the
if Mopes conctrnint that port
merits were served by the sixth•
5 cents
will be 50 cents
•
Kirksey School PTA Tuesday evening. on his right Is Mrs.
on of his life reTativag to the
fire-fighting
underwent
Squad
Relive
These members of the Murray-Calloway Ceunty
ge mothers, grs. M. B Rog.
• The event is spo aimed bSr the
id
Harold Fones, president of Cl,.
e PTA.
Pharoh. Rameeee
training at the seised building last week.
snr, teacher.
Hardin NVomen'r Softball team
A. B. Crass who underwent
open heart surgery last Thursday night is reported to be
much improved, his father,
Maurice Crass, told the Ledger
61 Times this morning.
His father said they were
very much encouraged from the
reports. A. B. is still in the intensive care unit of the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis.
Tenn., where he was taken last
Thursday after being kicked by
a horse at his farm west of
Murray.

Deseret Club To
Hold Open House

Laker Songfest
Planned Thursday

Optimist Club
Announces
Scholarships

Extension Society
Meet At South Fulton

Parent And Teacher
Conferences Planned

Annual Water
Ballet Set
For Weekend

Robertson Elementary
Music Program Friday

Field Training For
ROTC Cadets Set At
Lake Friday

Willard Ails Is
Kirksey Speaker

Blood River YWA Will
Meet At Flint Church

Thee From Murray
High Attend Workshop

New Navy Recruiter Announced For Area

WEATHER REPORT

Casting For Play
At Amphitheatre
Is Set For Sunoay

Gospel Singing To Be
Held At Hardin School
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Cavalry Journal
CBS Mornin• News
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Jake Hess Gaunt Show McHale's Navy
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Morning Watch
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Bozo Show
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SouaresLove of Life
That Girt
Where the Heart Is
The Best of Everything
What; News Search for Tomorrow
A World Apart

.00 Sale of the

:30 Hollywood
:00 Jeooardy

:30 Who,

THURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
News: Singing Cony. All My Children
1 2 14 Itic*fi
oon Show
As the Worid Turns Let's Make a Deal
An Days of Our Lives Many
aviary:Owed
'The New-owed Game
1 :30 The Doctors
Guiding Light
The Doling Game
City
2 :1 'fewTell itit fts Ed,. of5111igen
8,7`LteluTte
2 :NI World-Somerset
Gorner Pyle, USMC Dark Shadows
a :30 Lost. in Since
Gliligan's island
The Beverly Hillbillies
:00 Lost in Space
The Lucy Show
:30 10th Avenue South Movie:
"Coroner Creek"
The Real McCoy
IC
:08 teih avimus Sows Movie
News ABC
vir
:38 Huntiov-Brinkloy
CRS Evening News
Dick Van Dyke Show
THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
:OS News; Wthr Sots. News: *11wSports News Wthr too,,,
6 :30
Daniel Beane
Family Affair
Aelnial World
:00 Daniel Boone
The Jim Nabors Hour That Girl
7 :R) Irons's*
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Movie:
This is Tons
:30 Dragnet, 1,70
"Operatien
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:00 The Dean Martin
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Movie
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:00 News; Wthr.; Sports News, WRIP.; Sçoris News: Whitt% Sports
:30 The Tonight Show
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Movie:
:00 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin
"Ramped,"
:30Th. Tonight Show The Mery Griffin
MevIe
:00 The Avengers
Featurette
SPOrls
The
Dick Cavell Show
12 :30 The Avengers
The Dick Cases? Show
The Dick Comfit Show

Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester resigned as Registrar of Murray State
College at the meeting of the Board of Regents. She will be leav•
mg July I and has been with the college since 1927.
Marvin W. Orgill, district manager of Southern Bell Tele
phone Company. Paducah, was speaker at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club.
'
Mr. and Mrs. Freed Curd are the parents of a baby girl born
at the Murray Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. West announce the marriage of
their daughter. Julianee. to William M. Smith. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert L. Smith.
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There are 6,037 people in the City of Murray. according to '
t the latest report on the local census count.
t
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club is
!sponsoring a spring flower show on May 5 and 6. Each member
•Is to have an arrangement on display.
J. 0. Reeves of 202 North 13th Street has been appointed
• instructor of the Murray Junior Sportsmen Rifle Club.
The Murray Thoroughbreds baseball nine were defeated.
yesterday by a team from Tennessee Tech 9 to 3.
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We Do All Types of Painted
Signs and Custom Art

JUST RECEIVED
of

NURSERY STOCK

Yews - Boxwood
Hollies (several varieties)
1'1 Junipers - Hemlocks
Scotch Pine - Arboruitae
and many others
Come In And Look Around!
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unavailable," Gordon contends.
On the matter of heriditability of intelligence, Gordon say
in effect, that there never hasi • L,Fpr
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BEST DIRECTOR
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United Press International
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BEST SCREENPLAY 8
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makeup.
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t HINIEBIS 11110 id;0 Jot; stand still, and consider the wondrous
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flood's of God.-Job 117:14. •
and
views
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what
he
terms
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erroneous conclusions and inIn all the rush andbodisoftheworld, all too few stop to crankier
unfortunate
"reintroductio
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God's works. He who dose Is roomed in mind and body.
old excuses for the failure of be determined
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our schools to educate large analysis, it
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Traiil briefs
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_Everglades National Park.
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"To assert that disadvanSMOKE GETS IN YOUR EYES A photo or Earth
made by the Apollo 13 astronauts, supertaged children have not reimposed over a photo of chimneys
NOVO
pouring olit smoke gives a symbolic picture of pollution.
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J99-9490000000929429._Sc.
treatment is like claiming that
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.support social and econoriiii medication doesn't help when
By United Press international
TO PLUG A
ileeloprnent projects.
the proper medicine has been
Today Is Wednesday, April 29,
BRAIN GAP I
the 119th day of 1970 with 246 to
follow.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The evening stars are Mercu- Encyclopedia of
Saints
ry, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and
Saturn.
itt 1‘11; (I PI) 'Hie Pontifical
On this day in history:
In 1878 Boston newspapers Latcran I tMersit), has published
Located at 4th and Olive Streets, Murray, Kentucky
rim the ad, "Telephone, $3.00, hliat is billed as the Roman
We have Pink Dogwoods - Azaleas - Cotoneasters WILL SPONSOR
guaranteed to work one mile.
1:bomb's moot complete
Flowering Crab - Exbury Azaleas - Scotch Broom -En; Ni.lorilia of Saints...
Five miles, $5.00."
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In 1931 President Herbert
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to be sold at the Auction may be delivered to The
hems
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concentration camp.
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Standin s Admiral's Shield

Spires
Spiel

Muddles Derby

American League
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I
1411
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5
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3
3
a .571
9
I
li .471
4
a
Ii .421
5
West
California
i2
6 .667 —
tili
7 .5611
Minnesota
l's
Our land
II
4
Xi .444
6
Chicago
11 .353
5vs
6
II ,353
Kansas City
51s
7
5
.275
Milwaukee
Temalay's Reselts
Balltrnere 4. Chiclego 3
CleveWnd 3, Minnesota 1
Detroit I. Kansas City 3
New Vat 7, California 5
&batten 2, Oakland I
wathlrelan 9. Milwaukee 6
Tilers Gaines
Detroit (Kilkenny PO) a Kansas City
(Drage 1-1), Mont.
Cleveland (Hand 0-2) at Minnesota
(Kaat 2-11
Baltimore (Palmer 2-1 i at Chicago
(Sisk 00), night
Mi)wasAce• (Krause* 23) it Washington
(Boorman 3-2), night
California (M•iiierssm)lti 2-2 or Garrett
00) at Now Val( (cumberiand 1-01
Oakland (Dobson 1-3) st Boston Maben 0-1), night
Ba Itimore
Detroit
Boston
Washington
C levihand
New York

By Dan Scism
Money may make the mare go but it won't make a horse

win the Kentucky Derby. It does determine the odds, solid
or silly, depending on the judgment of the investors.
Terlago had the most financial support up to April .15 in
'the Derby Future Book. He was 2-1 but not feared by contemporaries like the home floor in basketball. A man of the
west explained:
• "The colt ran well out here and Californians believe what
they see, especially in their own state. Last year they poured
it in on Majestic Prince and had the winner but the Future
Book wasn't hit hard. What did hurt was the wagering
Derby day on Majestic Prince at Mexico's Aqua--C-alient?
Race Course, sponsor of the Future Book. The colt would
have paid 42.20 in the Caliente track pool but they paid oft
at Churchill Downs' odds of $4.80 and dropped a cool one
hundred grancr
My Dad George was 3-1 with Corn Off The Cob moving
up a little at 7-2. Silent &leen was steady at 4-1. Hard Work
dropped to 6-1 Naskra edged up to 8-1.
Aggressively went down -to 10-1 and into the company of
George Lewis and Prize Silver. The latter opened at 50-1
but one man's investment of $1,000 helped tumble his odds.
The speculator and horse seem to deserve each other.
Dr. Behrman, Native Royalty, Personality, Spot Time and
.
Supreme Quality were groupea at 15-1.
In the 20-1 herd were Admiral's Shield, Cassie, Red, Cool
Hand, High Echelon, Plenty Old, Protanto, Spotted Line
and Top the Market. Protanto's price may shrink.

Supreme Quality May Si. Sleaper
Supreme Quality, bred by Kentuckian Toni Gentry and
trained by relativeLoyd 'Boo" Gentry, who saddled Proud

Clarion to win the Derby, could be the sleeper of the field.
The son of Swaps is undefeated in his two starts, both this
month at Keeneland. He got three-eighths in 32 and some
change last year, according to a trainer who clocked him.
Minor setbacks kept him from racing at two.
Pace is powerful in deciding the winner. Corn Off The
Cob presSed Iron Warrior's pace for five furlongs in the
Flamingo and was nosed out by My Dad George.
In the Fountain of Youth Stakes, Corn Off The Cob was
reserved off Nehoc's Brother's pace for five furlongs, tool
command when asked from an empty horse and won by
three and one-half lengths over Naskra.
Trainer Arnold Winick employed. the same running pattern in the Florida Derby and it seemed the winning formula
again when Corn Off The Cob collared pace-setting •Cassie
fought
Red in the home stretch. However Cassie dug in and
down right
lack with speed. Com Off, The cob, wore him
near the finish but had nothing left to answer My Dad
George's late rush on the rail.
Money missed making Bimelech the winner at 2-5 in 1940.
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.755
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.3011
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I
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Cincinnati
$
• 10 .174
San Francisco
5
• .471
II
Los Angeles
6
11 .421
II
Atlanta
710s
13 .250
7
Houston
$
13 .314
4
San Diego
Timidity's novas
.Pittsburgh 6. Chkegio 1
Montreal 4, San Diego 2
New York at San Francisco
Philadelphia at Los Angeles
Atlanta 3, St. Louis 2
Cincinnati 4. Houston 2
Today's 011MIN
Chicipoo (Hands 3-0- at Pittsburgh
(Moot,* 0-1), nt91It
Atlanta (Nash 2-1) at St. Louis (Culver
34), night
Houston (Griffin 1-2 or Wilson 0-0) al
Cincinnati (Merritt el)
Philadelphia (Jackson 1-7) at Los Angeles (Ost•en 14), night
Maltreat (SParma 0-3) at San Diego
(Roberts 14) night
New York (Korernan 0.2) at San Frandeco (Mark-hal 04)

Chicago
Pittsburgh
St. Laois
Philadelphia
Newyork
Montreal

HICKLE AMBASSADOR
STOCKHOLM (UPI)— About
150 anti-American demonstrators hurled eggs at the new
U.S. Cultural Center during
dedication ceremonies Monday
night and heckled newly appointed U.S. Ambassador Jerome Holland.,,.
Police said seven persons
and later
detained
were
released.
Holland was jeered by a
crowd as he arrived for the
first time last month. One
heckler yelled "nigger." Holand
Is a Negro.

DISCOVERY CLOSt

HEAD FIELD
DALLAS (UPI) — Canadian
Bea Kern of Toronto and Phil
Gibbs of Tucson, Ariz., fired 67s
Monday to head a field of 11
"rabbits" who qualified for the
144-player field of the Byron
Nelson golf classic starting,
Thursday.
Players not exempt from
qualifying must play their way
Into the weekend tourneys
on the Monday qualifying round
and are known as "rabbits" in
the golfing world.

ExCould his decorum be charged to the influence of the
out.
are
_visits
Moon
explosions?
nuclear
or
leader
French
Naskra's sire, Nattram, stands in France where his darn,
Iskra, lived until imported in 1966.

Ed Jones, president of the first region ninth grade basketball conference, presents the trophy
for winning first place to the Murray High ninth grade team. The team, coached by John Musk,
won all its conference games and had an overall record of 9 and 1. First row, left to right: Charles Scott, Harold Bramiey, Charles Blanton, Tim Thurman, Mike Cathey, and Larry Lockhart.
Second row, left to right, Coach Hina, Bob Plnkston, Joe Reslg, Tyrone McCulston, Don Scott
and Tonny Childress. Members of the team absent when the picture was made are George Lek
dolt, Del Purcell and Al Duffy.
ROCHESTER, Minn. (UP1)--Walter O'Malley, chairman of
the board of the Is Angelet
No new aates nave peen set. Dodgers, will remain in trip
Elsewhere in NASC.AR activi Mayo Clinic for another week,
ty, Tiny Lund of Cross, S. C. a spokesman announced Mon(UPI)—Two NASCAR events won his sixth and seventh con- day.
have been postponed as a re' secutive races of the season in O'Malley, 66, underwent absuit of the resheduling of the the Grand American Challenge dominal surgery on April ZO
$51,2130 Virginia 500, rained out series. Lund won the 100-mile and was supposed to stay in the
Sunday at MartinsvWe, Va., for eOninto Savanofsxbga., Friday hospital about 10 days. He will
May 3.
and a 100-mile race at Belts- now stay another week as a
They are the 100-mile events ville, Md. Sunday,
"precautionary measure."
which had been scheduled at

Two Racing
Events Delayed

The two raced almost as a team until Jockey Dill
Hartack sent George Lewis to the front near the quarterpole as Supreme Quality appeared to tire in the heavy
going.
It was then that Admiral's Shield charged on the
outside to score his third victory this year by one length.
George Lewis had a seven-length margin over Pant'''.
cum Repens.
After a night and a day of steady rain, the track wad
in a condition that might not yield as big an effect an the
Derby status of the trial horses as might otherwise have
been imagined.
The trial was timed in 1:371-5.
The victory for Admiral's Shield almost certainly puts
the bay son Crozier into the Derby. Trainer Harvey Vanier
already has said that Nichols will ride him in the $125,000added classic.
,Vanier said before dig Trial that a first or second
place finish would make his Colt' a starter Saturday.
George Lewis,.too, almost is certain for a Derby start
after trainer Buster Millerick said that he wanted only a
stout effort from the handsome colt and didn't even bottler
to put special mud shoes on for the race.

w

You'vejustgotimore days before
coming to our GRAND OPENING.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE UOM

Answer to Yesterday's PIAZI/41 -

1-Chirp
5-Malady
9 Things, in law
12 Great Lake
13 Slave
14 Large bird
25-Colorful bird
17 Old pronoun
IS Baker's
product
19 Snare
21-Game
23 Foot levers
277-Conjund on
28-Weird
29-Scold
31-Afternoon
Party
34-Cooled lava
35 New Deal
agency (abbr.)
37 Insane
39-Roman gods
41QtSecret agent
421Mustc• as
Written
44 Royal
46 Printer's
measure
48 Window over
door (p1)
50 Bundles
53 Cravats
54 Everyone
55 Hypothetical
force
57 Fears
61 Sign of
zodiac
62-Citrus fruit
64-Amerrcan ostrich
65-Condensed
most ure
66 Wife of
Gomm* • *,
67-find 61 'Chinese
currency
DOWN
1 -Vigor (coitop)
2-Period ol time
3-Goddess of
healing
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20-Writing
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23-Afternoon
parties
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Siamese
24-Harvest
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25-Teutoric
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HARRISON S FARM CENTER
Saturday- May 2nd
10 a.m. 4 p.m.
We want to meet you personally... to dit3cuss your livestock
and poultry needs... to help you increase feed efficiency and
returns on your investment.

15

VASnil
23

Everything is about in its place. We have a good line of Purina
Chows and Purina Health Products in stock. We will stock any
Purina product you desire.
There'll-be prizes,____ mus ic — and lots of free gifts for you
and your family. So plan now to be at the grand opening at

29
50-Hairless
51-Toward shelter
52-food fish
56-Noise
58-Enclansatton
59-River in
Scotland
60-Sodium c hia de
63-Note of scale

IR"

11

Greenville, S. C. May 2
Hickory, N. C. May 3.

rooltiVIVI

Jelin Jacobs, who took over training duties of the
family stable after the death of his father earlier this year,
said before the Trail that High Echelon is a Derby horse
no matter where he finished. High Echelon will be part of
a Derby entry with Hood Memorial winner Personality.
Of the others in the Trial, there might be some doubt
for a comeback Saturday in America's favorite horse race.
Meanwhile, the Derby lost two probable starters —
when Cassie Red and Villager were withdrawn—and
gained one when Rancho Lejos, owned by businessman
Steve Carson and attorney Irving Apple, left Hollywood
Park by plane for Louisville.

ACROSS

Olympia at 4-5 in 1949, Bold Bider at 6-5 in 1937 and
WASHINGTON (UPI)-- Albert
Tompion at 11-10 in 1960. But it rang the bell with Count Ghioroso, a nuclear scientist at
Fleet at 2-5 in 1943 and with Citation at 2-5 in 1948.
the University of California at
One never knows but one can suspect the Future Book Berkeley, told the American
1,000-1
Physical Society's spring meetboys will smile if Top the Market or one of those
ing Monday researchers may
shots like Defeatem, Pons Jours or Bakeker win
be close to the discovery of
No. 106 and 107.
elements
Shark
Naskra Friamlly Like a
He said that 'after a lapse of
Rambling around with the Kentucky Derby in mind: almost a decade, researchers
but discovered No. 104 and 105
Cohn Off The Cob .was foaled Feb. 13 in California
moved to Florida's Delray Training Center when two recently. He said 106 may be
heavier than anymonths old. He has a half-brother, by Raise a NatiVe-Metic- something
thing
known.
promi-named
oddly
The
year.
March 13 this

ulous, foaled
nent Derby candidate also has a full sister (by Khaled)
'named Nibbletts, a two-year-old about ready to race.
This could be the Year of Personality at Churchill Downs.
Honest running Personality scored an impressive five 'length
victory. April 11, at Aqueduct. The son of Hail to Reason,
bred and owned by Mrs. E. D. Jacobs. could be at his netdc
Derby day. Remember his sire provided the winner in Proud
•
Clarion the year he was foaled. s
of
shedrow
the
walking
s Don't 'take the inside rail when
on
high,
teeth-tatton
a
siva*
.you
unless
Keeneland
at
B
barn
an arm.. I was looking for Naskra when he introduced himself in an unneighborly manner. His. bay head popped out-of
'teet'h
a stall with his Nis curled back and his beautiful
snapped inches from my right arm. He is friendly like
shark.
Fortunately Naskra's carnivorousness doesn't retard his
running gear nor include savageness when racing. He was
conceived in France and foaled in Kentucky when Charles
America.
de Gaulle was triggering turbulence in North

— William C.
LOUISVILLE, Ky., April 28, .....
RoSinson's Admiral's Shield charged from far off the pace
Tuesday to upset a stellar field in the $16,500 Derby Trial
Stakes and earn a berth in Saturday's Kentucky Derby.
Admiral's Shield, with Jimmy Nichols on his back for the
first time, caught California Derby winner George Lewis
in the final 16th of smile and won with plenty to spare.
Michael G. Phipps' Panicum Repent, until now not
considered a serious Derby threat, finished third, with
Ethel 0. Jacobs' High Echelon, Walter Kitchens' Supreme
Quality and Allen and Frankel's Fish Market trailing.
Jockette Diane Cnmip as the first female ever to ride
In the Derby Trial apparently lost her bid to he the first
girl derby rider when Fathom faded from just off the pace.
and finished seventh in the one-mile trial, two furlongs
shorter than Saturday's Derby.
Supreme Quality—unbeaten in three earlier starts,
all this month — took the early lead over the sloppy
Churchill Down track with Alan Magermaa's George Lewis pressing him from the outside.

Remember, it's fun for all at our Grand Opening. Look for the
store with the red and white Checkerboard sign.

HARRISON'S FARM CENTER
Ph. 498-8321
HAZEL,
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by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts.

LAST NIGHT I
DREAMED ABOUT
THAT LITTLE REDHARED 6IRL

Race Horses like Bananas On Stalk

:16:0:0:10C

IT WAS ALL VERY DEPRESSING,
I WISH I WOULDN'T i-IAVE
THOSE DREAMS

IT'S TOO BAD LJE CAN'T KNOW

AHEAD OF TIME LJHAT
UJERE GOING TO DREAM

MAL1BE TI4EY COULD
PUBLISH REVIEWS

Many hunting a Derby horse with late speed, think they

have found their quarry in Dr. Behrman. The bay son of
Hail to Reason improved his position some six lengths in
the last three-eighths of the Florida Derby and finished in

10E6
ad
se

neetew

ST woos
SUIURI

the middle of the track with apparent acceleration. He had
to intik fairly fast in the final eighth run in :13 3/5.
Sid Rotz, sports director of VSOY, Decatur, IlL, will be in
the press box May 2 rooting for cousin John hots' to win the
Kentucky Derby with Silent Screen.
T. W."Dodge" Ferguson, one of racing's patriarchs facing
his 74th birthday, has four head at' Churchill Downs where
lie has campaigned annually since the infant 30's. One of
the Rockport (Ind.) veteran's two-year-olds, by Pago Pagol'ink Cap by Bar Le Due, is named Palm Sunday. She was
foaled on Palm Sunday, 1968. She is a half-sister to Captulhis, nominated for the Kentucky Oaks.
Captullus made her debut at Ellis Park last September,
led for three furlongs'Ond bucked shins in a race won by
Sunny Sal. nominated for the Kentuctv Derby and Oaks.
She won her second start, Nov. 29, at e:hurchill Downs by
six lengths and Ferguson sold her *820,000.
her because ram COmElIACK7 silent Screen,
• "She's a good filly." he said.
the 2-year-0d champion last
liorsesitre like bananas on a stalk. They ripen and then spoil. year but not so goodAately,
Ilte.04 way I can come out in racing isjo. sell them when breitewn at Churchill Downs,
.
.I.coutsville„Ky.. for a conicthev*ry ripe.
rick the ripest S111111('T off the Derin stalk. \las' 2.`ar1(l back, try in the Kentucky
Bun 4or the--Boev4
- - fterltyPtr
haw -the -winin of th‘,4970
-- •)
•

I'LL
S AY
ONE
THING
FOR IT

--r sold

7:30, 1:25

by Ernie Bushinillee

Nancy
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IT'LL NEVER
BE INVADED BY
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Miss Jewell Dean Ellis Guest Speaker
Murray FHA Mother-Daughter Banquet i Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
Miss Jewell Dean Ellis, assistant state home economics supervisor, was the featured speaker at the eleventh annual Mother-Daughter Banquet held by
the Murray High School chapter
of the Future Homemakers of
America on Friday, April 24, at
scethirty o'clock in the evening at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
Pictured above is the bulletin board at lies Hazel Elementary School where the
oversized greeting cards were displayed. The cards were mad* by children from each room
of the school to honor the teachers during Teacher Appreciation Week, April 20-24. After the card had been made, each of the chit dren in the room signed them. The event was
(Tubbs Photo)
sponsored by the Hazel PTA.

Kienast Quintuplets Will Be Coming To Bridal Luncheon Is
Their New Rooms Built By Neighbors Held In Honor Of
Jeanie Diuguid
By PATRICIA McCORMACK newest claim to fame.

"FHA'ers
Face
Today's
World" was the theme of the
banquet and Miss Ellis used
that as her subject of her interesting and challenging talk.
Miss Susan File, president,
was the taas'mistress. The invocation was given by Mrs. G.
T. Lilly. A tribute to mothers
was given by Miss Erma Kendall.

streamers
with red and white
down the center of the table
flanked by white candles and
greenee, Globes were on the
table and small flags were inserted in the red congealed 54
lad. An arrangement of red roses flanked by candles was used
on the speaker's table.
The banquet committee was
composed of Rita Harris, chairShutmen. Shelia Latimer, Jan
fet, Lynn Watson, Denise Grogan, Mary Lee Brownfield, Wanda Rolfe, Carol Brandon, Celia
Larson, Nita Atkins, Marilyn
Parks, and Brenda Richardson.
•••

Phone 753-1917 or 153-4947

• •

401,04014
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Clark Is Speaker
For April Meeting
Preschool Mothers

Coleman-Kelso Engagement

"A person of average intelligence may be highly creative,"
according to Varro Clark, Assistant Professor, Department of
Psychology, Murray State University, who spoke at the
monthly meeting of the St
Leo's Cooperative Preschool mothers April 22 in Gleason Hall.
Discussing the creativity of
children Mr. Clark described
two kinds of children — the
achiever, who responds to traditional values, and the creative child, who is willing to take
risks. He also suggested means
by which parents and teachers
can encourage a child's creative
ability. A handout describing
common misconceptions about
creativity and presenting ten
commandments w'. 'eh squelch
creative acts was given to the
mothers at the conclusion of
the discussion.
Mrs. Ginny Lyon, president,
appointed committees for the
preschool open house scheduled
for May 20 and discussed gett
ing additional sand for the play
yard.
Mrs. Eugene Russell, preschool teacher, announced that
the Murray State Speech and
Hearing Clinic would test the
children April 24 during preschool sessions.
Hostess for the evening was
Mrs. Dobbie Root.

Special music was by Miss
Nancy Spann who sang "SunWednesday, April 2
accompanied by
Mrs. John Irvan an Mrs. Ed rise Sunset"
The kickoff coffee for the
Spann.
Mrs.
mother,
Hal
Joe
her
West were hostesses for a loveHonorary membership was ladies day golf will be held at
ly luncheon complimenting Miss
bestowed
upon Mrs. Buist Scott, nine am at the Calloway CounJeanie Diuguid, bride-elect of
art eacher at Murray High'ty Country Club. All golfers, inDavid McKee.
eluding beginners, are urged to
The scene of the event was School. Miss Susan Hale made
attend.
presentation.
the
•••
the lovely home of Mrs. Irvan
Conferring the various dewhich was decorated throughBonnie
lisle,
Susan
were
grees
out with arrangements of
The Sigma Delta Chapter of
spring flowers. Each of t h e Cohoon, and Gail Russell. Re- Tau Phi Lambda sorority will
degree
the
ceiving
were
state
three tables was centered with
meet at the WOW building at
Hale, Suzanne Hale, and
an arrangement of lilies of the Susan
0:30 p.m.
Nancy Mathis.
•••
valley and candy tuft.
Chapter degrees were preMiss Diu;nid wore a trousThursday, April 30
seau frock of pink voile and sented to Becky Hogencamp,
was presented a white daisy Jennifer Taylor, Gail Lyons, The Sixth annual Laker Song
corsage by the hostesses. Her Gail Russell, Ronnie Cohoon, fest will be presented by the
mother, Mrs. James Diuguld, Marilyn Parks, and Patsy Fitts. Choral Department of the Cal
Receiving
junior
degrees loway County High School at
chose to wear a brown and
were Christi Cooper, Nancy 7:30 pm. in Jeffrey gym. The
white sheer cotton dress.
The groom-elect's mother, Ginn, Patsy Mathis, Rachel Flo- band will also play and art sta.
Mrs. Aude McKee, was unable ra, Anne Cooper, Paula Lyons, dents will display their work.
•••
Joyce Wooden, Nancy Spann,
to attend.
The hostesses presented the Jeannie Jeffrey, Nancy Hernd- A Smorgasbord supper will
honoree with a white blanket on, Wanda Rolfe, Anne Erwin, be served at the Woodmen
Marsha Hendon, Melia Lancastas a wedding gift.
the World building starting
Miss Sharon Coleman
A delicious party plate was er, Jan Shuffett, Gail Hernden, five pm. sponsored by Murray
Pam
Tucker,
Celia
and
Larson,
honoree,
her moserved to the
Assembly No. 19 Order of tie!
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Pat Coleman of Louisville announce the en•••
ther, Mrs. Ed Filbeck, grandmo- Cathy Geurin.
gagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Sharon.
Receiving
the
guests
halts
at
the
bow
Girls.
for
Tickets
are
ther of the honoree, Miss Virto Johnny Kelso, son of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Kelso of Lynn Grove
ginia Hay and Mrs. Robert door were Miss Susan Hale, pre- available from any RainboW
Miss Coleman is presently employed at Patty Ann's BeauBergman, both aunts of the sident, Supt. and Mrs. Fred member.
ty Salon. Mr. Kelso is a sophomore at Murray State University.
•••
bride-elect from Irvine, Mrs. Schultz, Principal and Mrs. Eli
A June wedding is being planned.
Wells Pnrdom, Mrs. Jack Be- Alexander, and Mrs. G. T. Lilly. The Business and Professional
Women's Club will have a speclote, Miss Jane Belote, Mrs. Paul chapter advisor.
Miss Rita Harris greeted the ial meeting at the Woman's
Fleming, Mrs. Gary Roedemeler, Miss Mary Warren Swann guests at the door and a red Club House at seven p.11.
•••
I rose was given to each mother
The Kentucky Baptist Student
and Miss Nancy Diuguid.
The tables were decorate,' The Young Woman's AssocUnion Leadership Conference
was held at Morehead, April 24iation of the Blood River Bapaudience
became
apparen 26. Presiding at the conference
tist Association will have its By PATRICIA McCORMACK
That
is
-the
more mish
was Larry Nichols, a junior at
quarterly meeting at the Flint
ridden the performance th Murray State University.
HOMEFRONT, U.S.A. (UPI)
Baptist Church.
•••
Also participating on the proWhen attending that annual greater the applause.
The greatest clapping w
gram from Murray State were:
ring happening known as the
Robert
Smith
Mrs.
Yr. and
doesday, April 29
Becky Tarry, Greg Maddux,
school recital or concert, all heard after a girl, 12, continu
spent the weekend with their
The kickoff coffee for the parents must be guided by this her primitive violin solo witho
Steve Son, Ray Gillespie, and
son and family, Mr. and Mrs.
ladies day golf will be held at ule:
interruption - even though on Richard Jones.
James Smith and sons, Lynn
nine am. at the Calloway Conn "Do unto other people's
knee-sock sagged to shoe
Others attending from MSU
kids
and Bob, of Franklin, Tenn.
ty Country Club. AD golfers, in- as I expect them
halfway through.
Lloyd Cornell, campus
were:
to
•••
do unto
cluding beginners, are urged Is
minister;
Terri Whittaker, CinAlso
evident
at
these
events:
Rev. and Mrs. Ed Frank Jeffmine."
Kathy Lockhart, JaNelson,
attend.
great
dy
strength
on
the
part
o
rey of Dallas, Texas, announce
That means you suppress
• ••
Igleheart, Leonard Jenkins,
the birth of a baby girl, Marcia
laughter when violin strings teachers. Most often they'r nice
seen with backs plastered to Gale Kersey, Jim Taylor, Jim
Lyn, born on Tuesday, April 7. Style Pot-Roast
break, music
stands
fall,
walls, eyes cast ceilingwarcis, Green, Bruce Wolfe, Glenda
Pridse, May 1
Grandparents are Mr. and
trumpet
gurgle
notes
acon
lips taut against teeth, fists Pece, Beverly Paschall, and lab
The Senior Citizens Club will count of water in
Mrs. Glin Jeffrey of Murray For Spring with
the pipes and
Teitloff.
have a potluck luncheon at Illas
and Mr. and Mrs. Ken Morris Pineapple and Spice
at all other times gremlin; get clenched.
The program consisted of reCommunity Center, Ells Drive,
Suffering
Audience
of Paducah.
in on the ace
For spring appeal present a
from various BSU campports
•••
at 12 noon. Hostesses and host It also
Suffering
certainly
is what
meares you applaud
are Mrs. Autumn Emil, Mrs.
the audience and teachers do uses of their happenings, introMr. and Mrs. Dennis Lee family favorite in new dress.
hurt
hands
-even
your
until
for
Halle Dunn, a n d Collies
while
Jones of Murray Route Seven Style beef pot-roast for "this
the youngsters ductions to students serving as
renditions of squeaky, off-key best
od
Sc.ruggs. Officers will be sleetstumble
are the parents of a baby girl, fresh, warmer season by minon.
Or
don't you agree m.ssionaries this summer, and
and otherwise disharmonious
that
Johns Carol, weighing siz gling the beef with pineapple, UNSOLICITED
suppressing
laughter when workshop conferences.
pieces.
CREDIT CARDS awed a spotted appearance. The
•••
Saturday afternoon David
pounds ten ounces, born 0 h mushrooms, soy sauce and
a
cello
slides
out
from under
Encouragement's the name of
Hazelwood, a senior at Murray
!color of the shade and the base
Monday. April 27, at the West- ginger
May Fellowship Day will be
strenuous
bowing
midpoint in a
the act you put on to help the
Consumers often receive uneof the lamp need to be coordinaState from Owensboro, Ky. waa
Pot-roast provides a spring
ern Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
held at the First Christian
embryonic
musicians o v er solo is suffering?
They have one son, Dennis bonus for it can cook slowly solicited credit cards. There are ted. Shades of white and near Church at ten a.m., sponsored
My biggest concern at these elected State BSU President for
Lee, Jr., age 9%. The father is over low heat while you're two main dangers here. One main white usually produce the best by the Church Women United. knocking knees, dLscombobulat- things usually centers on a 1970-71.
employed at the General 'lire out gardening, reminds Reba danger is the encouragement to light from a lamp. - Mrs. Mil- A potluck luncheon will be ed notes and such.
violinist
whose
bow
boes
Essential Quality
and Rubber Company, Mayfield. Staggs, home economist for use more credit than the consum- dred W, Potts, La Center, Ky. served at noes.
opposite the direction of all stirred by trombone players
Otherwise,
er
gallant
these
percan
afford,
•
•
•
particularly at.18 42056 Telephone 665-5671.
Grahdparents are Mr. a n d the National Live Stock and
formers will never develop that other bows in a group piece. who push too hard when sliding
Mrs. Clifton Lee Jones of Mur- Meat Board. Of course, pot- percent a year interest. Another
essential in every musician's You can tell by the perplexed their instruments -ending up
danger
is theft of the credit
ray Route Seven and Mr. and roast is an attractive cut for
Saturday, May 2
look on the angelic face that In the middle of a group
kit-stage presence.
Mrs. John L Williams, 1714 any, season because of its card., When a person loses his
she's either playing the wrong rendition with a piece of
The Derby Day Dinner Dance 'After attending
PLANTING SHRUBS AND
credit
one
of
these
card
or
has
it
Keeneland Drive, Murray.
stolen,
he
valuable protein contribution.
will be held at the Calloway
splendid displays of promising piece or has her music book instrument in each hand.
may be in real trouble. The per- TREES - To plant balled and
Great grandparents are Mr.
County Country Club. Cost is
turned to the wrong page.
But such is- the beginning of
Their
youths- on
son can be held- /MN* be we- burlaped shrubs and trees, dig
way
to
and Mrs: Jesse Senotherman of
Hawaiian Pot-Roast
ten dollars per couple ter memMy feelings for fellow hu- greatness. Even Pablo Canals
- authorized
tke
&Re
as
deep
as
the
greatness,
another
plank
the
ball
in
and
Hurray Route Seven, Minns
purchases made in
Mrs.
Col.
and
guests.
and
bers
for the mans 'in distress also are had to start sometime.
of conduct
code
his name. Great care should be 12 inches wider than its diameter.
Jones, Farmer Avenue, Murray, &A* 4-pound beef arm or
Gary Pugh are cheirmen of the
given in guarding the credit card Loosen hard soil in the bottom
and Mrs. Pearl Williams, South e blade pot roast
reservations
b
y
event. Make
3 tablespoons lard or
and its use. If a credit card is of the hole before lowering the May 1.
ith Street, Murray.
drippings
•••
lost or stolen, it should be re- ball gently into place. Before fill• ••
cup soy sauce
ported to the stores or compan- ing the hole with good soil,loosen
May 3
Sunday,
cup water
ies immedicately. -Barletta Wr- burlap around the trunk, leaving
Homecoming will be held at
the
rest
intact.
Half
fill
the hole the Temple Hill United Methoether , 209 Maple Street, Mur$10.00 VALUE
ATTENTION MOTHERS
teaspoon pepper
ray , Ky. 42071 Telephone: 753- with soil and fill to the top with
1/
4 teaspoon ground ginger
:Church with preaching at
dist
water.
Allow water to soak in and
1452.
served
1 medium-sized onion,
fill once again before adding the 11 a.m. Dinner will be
-- followed by singing in
at
noon
sliced
rest of the soil. - Mrs. Juanita
Help your teenager to
the afternoon. All quartets and
good
1 can (4 ounces) mushroom
grooming. * guidance and Amooett, Courthouse, Paducah, singers are invited to attend.
Mrs. James Weatherly was
iteme and pieces
Ky.
42001
•••
Telephone: 442-2718,
encouragement of mother can
elected chairman of the Zeta 1/3. cup sliced celery
be,
in
effect,
an
at-home
charm
Department of the Murray Wo- * can (9 ounces I pineapple
Homecoming will be held at
course. Patience may be needed
man's Club at the regular meetchunks, drained
the Temple Hill United Methoto
tone
down
teenage
excesses of
ing held on Thursday. April 23, ee cup water
Church with preaching at
sweets, make-up, hair styles, and
Americans eat nearly 16,500,- dist
at seven-thirty o'clock in the 2 tablespoons flour
Dinner will be served
11
am.
000
unbecoming fashions. But praise
peanut butter sandwiches
evening at the club house.
followed by singing in
at
noon
your daughter's good points and every day. Peanut butter,the
Other new officers elected for
oaly the afthrhoola. All euertets and
Brown pot-roast in lard or help her Lind ways to
the con.ing year were Mrs. Euminimize aut, butter produced commer- singers are invited to attend.
gene Flood, vice-chairman; Mrs. drippings. Pour off drippings. deficiencies real or imagined. ciaLly to any extent in this cowsPlus
Frank Kane, secretary; Mrs. W. Add soy sauce, 1/2 cup water, One of the kindest things a moth- try offers essentially A, B, and
50c
Film
pepper,
Charge
C
ginger
er
and
can
onion.
do is to take the time to
vitamins: thiamin, riboflavin,
P. Russell, treasurer.
Mrs. June S a ith, present Cover tightly and cook owly push the basic beauty course ad- niacin, earotene, and ascorbie
No Appointment Necessary
3
to
3
/
1
2
hours or until neat vocated by health
chairman, rresided
at the
authorities, acids. - Patricia Everett, BenMrs Tressa Steely has reLOU, Ky.
sh- cosmeticians, models and beauty lulls
e
tFull Selection of Poses
meeting. The department which is tender. Combine
Limit: 1 Per Subject
turned from Nashville, Tenn,
has Mental Health as its pro- rooms, celery and pineapple contest winners. Though charm
2 Per Family
where she underwent plastic
ject voted to give $10000 to the Add to meat and continue em compasses many things, basic
No Age Limit
surgery at Vanderbilt Hospital
Additional Subjects 53 95
cooking A eo 30 minutes or to beauty is a clean well
local Mental Health Clinic.
-scrubbed
last
Groups
$1.47
Per
Person
week
until
celery
All Work Guaranteed
AT WHAT AGE SHOULD A
is tender. Remove appearance - no matter what the
Mrs. T. M. Downing and Miss
• ••
Vivian Hale were appointed to meat to heated platter. Mix current clothing fashion fad. Kn- CHILD BE GIVEN MONEY*ach
Murray
of
Boggess
V.
M.
a committee to make plans for together I/4 cup water and owing her face, hands AA cloth- child should be given money Wien
has been dismissed
setting up a scholarship for a flour. Add to cooking liquid lug are fresh, clean and well-gr- he begins to feel the need for Route TwoWestern Baptist Hostudent planning, to go into and cook, stirring constantly, teemed also helps the teeteager money. Some children will feel from the
Paducah.
orne phase of special education until thickened. Serve gravy In the poise department during this need much earlier than oth- pital,
•••
DEPARTMENT STORE
with
pot-roast. 8 to 10 serv_ those turbulent years. A bit of ers. Experience with money Is
e in the mental health field.
Mrs. Gene Fairchild
Mr.
and
.East Main Street
make-up know-how, fashion awe- Important to pre-school children
The planned speaker, Mrs. A. ings.
Murray, Kentucky
Coeur,
and son, Matt, of Creve
B. Crass, was unable to attend
reness keyed to what looks best because it will teach them how to
Saturday with their
Vent
aue to the accident of her buson her, votes modulation, and handle money when they start to M°:parents, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
'and that afternoon.
'
ri I 11r1•%*Ilt 1,nekage. lee... a generally pleasing way complete school. A fifteen year old who
has Klapp and Mr. and Mrs. Cletus
2 DAYS ONLY!
rehour
social
During the
1100111 ill di'' glee ellen jemeing the picture. - Catherine(.
PHOTO HOURS
Tho- never had any experience halt- Hubbs on Sunday they visited
freshments were ser‘ed by the n het liquids like
er tea. mpson, Hickman, Ky.42050 Tele. ling money may not be able to her brother, Sonny Hubbs and
Friday, May 1st
10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
iostesses. Mesclar.:es L. D. ML1-_,••••
phone 236-2351.
manage money as. well as an ex- faunae
* * •
.one Oak and attendSaturday, May 2nd
2
Purdom Outland, John Pasperienced younger child. Irma ed the golden wedding anniver
-o, L. K. Pinkley. John Querter
Lamp shades ill a MOM should Hamilton, C-osethouss, Mayfield, WY celebration for Mr. and
re nettling stained epee on
•
nous. and J J. Roach. r
gen-v.4re v. itli hal 1 a 'femme be all near the same color to Ky. 42e66 Phote: 247-2334.
Mrs carmen Outland on Sunday afteleone at Lone Oak.
Privacy will be one of the
LIBERTY
CORNER, N.J. Kienasts' big concerns when the
home. Five
come
Bebre many days a blue babies
and white ambulance will purr hundred cars inched past the
dawn tree-arched Liberty Car- other Sunday when the housetier Road on the last leg of the raising started.
"coming borne" trip for the Lt. Charles Fortenbacker, of
the Bernard Township Police
Kienast quintuplets.
It will turn onto did Mine Department, handled the trafBrook Road, amble past open fic. "I told BM we like him
countryside and an occasional very much but if he pulls this
noose. At a seafoam and white quintuplet stuff again we'll run
clapboard house it will pause him out of town," the officer
and gently turn onto a gravel said.
Mrs. Kienast Watches
Jrivevray, roll
past
white
Hoarse from the excitement,
iogeoods in new bloom and
stop under oak tress splendid in Mrs. Kienast watched gratefully the other day as builders put
their spring finery.
Waiting to greet the infants- finishing touches on the home
Amy, Sarah, William Gorcbn, addition. The hammering and
Abigail and Edward- will be the buzzing from electric saws
Meg
Kies:last, 4, and her seemed distracting, but not to
this happy mother.
brother, John, 18 months.
"It's a beautiful sound," she
"My babies will bring me
candy and I will give them said. "We selected Liberty
pajamas and a hat," Meg said Corner to live in because it was
the other day, rebearsing her quaint and beautiful. I never
knew bow beautiful the people
plans for the homecoming.
were until this happened."
Joy Is Great
In August there may be a
William and Peggy Jo Kienast will do the thing all two-hour television special on
parents have no control over the Kienasts and their family.
when bringing a baby home. In it, Mrs. Kienast expects to
The tears of joy will be times cover all the bases, according
to a spokesman. "And then she
five.
The
infants, secured to hopes people will respect the
plastic carriers, will be taken request for privacy- for the
to the second floor of the sake of herself, her husband
addition to the Kienast home- and all the children," he added.
the addition erected by volunteers cut of neighborliness and
In the spirit of celebration and
pride
in Liberty Corner's
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Students Attend
Leadership Meeting
Held At Morehead

Parents Must Suppress Laughter When
Odd Things Happen At School Concerts

Tea. Voiti Wham".

•

Mrs. Weatherly Is
Elected Chairman
Of Zeta Department

8 x 10
Living Color

j

Portrait
NLj 97c
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Register Tapes And Get
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ieaker
Meeting
Others
average Intelghly creative,"
Clark,.Assistpartment of
State Uni• at the
of the St.
Preschool moGleason Hall.
creativity of
described
—the
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gated means
and teachers
hild's creative
ut describing
eptions about
resenting ten
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given to the
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Favorite Church Or Charity.
BEL-AM SHOPPMG CENTER

VII DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED
WHOLE

25c

LB.

Russell, pre. ,ounced that
Speech and
ould test the
during pre-

no

BROILERS

SPLIT OR QUARTERS
FINE FOR BAR-8.0 LB.

81c

LB

39t

SWISS STEAK
87c
LB.

U.S.D.A.

PORK CHOPS CENTER CUT

99
COUNTRY FRY STEAK L.. 880
eu llilei(E
ROAST
CHOPS
LOIN
LB-69
SLICED
JOWL
LB.590
N
___
tVitNERS_
.OZ•PKG•119
MORTON
E..29
AM PIES
5 Foil
KS
etiFFEE24
TIDE
3
tBA3i1JP
BONELESS
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ENGLISH CUT

ROLLS$

4 1 AONZS. Si

PURE VEGETABLE

CRISCO

68c

3 LB. CAN
LIMIT ONE

ELLOWEYE BEANS

EGGS

3

LE 110

1/4

FRUIT COCKTAIL

GRADE A MEDIUM

Q TO 11

DEERWOOD

BUSH

is
CANS

BUTTERNUT

Beef, Chicken,
Turkey

^

PEANUT BUTTER

1
HYDE PARK

5 LB. BOX $

6

8 OZ.
CAN 10C

ORANGE JUICE
6 OZ S
CANS

SOCID

t 15 OZ.
_ pw. .
APPLE SAKE ORCHARD
__O .. CAN-91 ---.
ROYAL CROWN & DITE RITE

DRINKS

a

3

200Z. $1
BOTTLES

SEALD SWEET FROZEN

6

yd.
06V

OLEO

6 BOTTLE
CTNS.

WITH BOTTLES

TOTINOS FROZEN

TOMATO SAUCE

JA

GOLDEN RICH

KING SIZE

19

SACRAMENTO

DOZ. $

LB. CAN 690

BREAD
20 OZ. LOAF

MORTON

LB. 990

LYNN GROVE

LB.

TOWELS

ttend
Meeting
orehead

RS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

ROUND STEAK

FRYERS
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ttees for the
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••sett
• for the play

RIBS
Lb.980
Lb.590
FRYERS
SANDWICHES grcF14N5/$1.00
WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS FREE

OPEN 24 hrs. A DAY 1 DAYS A WEEK

We Reserve The Right To Limit.

To Go

15 OZ. BOX69
JUMBO HEAD

LETTUCE_
1361AD TOES
_BANANAS
GOLDEN RIPE

TISSUE

KLEENEX

28 CT. BOX 34

-HYDE PARK

9
69
_2 L-135250_
E Al

10.LB. BAG

BISCUITS

68 49c
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Sirens Saves Lives When Tornadoes Strike According To Weather Bureau

n.1970

FOLLOW SNOUT'S MILES

survival. Seek inside shel- Appoint a community leader re- nearest depression, such as a
That "old fire horse" instinct eastern sections, the sirens gave key to
preferably
in a tornado cell- sponsible for constant radio mon- ditch or ravine.
ter,
that brings us to attention at the 28 minutes' warning.
KEEP LISTENING — Your radunderground excavation, itoring during threatening weesound of a siren can be a life- The tornado took a tragic toll ar, an
reinforc- ther or during watch periods. io and television stations will
saver during a tornado emergen- that day in Topeka ....17 died and or in a steel-framed or
substanIN SCHOOLS:
broadcast the latest tornado Wei.
cy, according to the Commerce 550 were injured..But according ed concrete building of
possible, go to an SOry Information. CALL THE
Whenever
from
Stay
away
construction.
tial
strew
of
the
use
officials,
Department's Environmental Sc- to city
Interior hallway on the lowest WEATHER BUREAU ONLY TO
ience Services Administration. undoubtedly kept the deaths and windows.
REPORT A TORNADO.
floor.
111 CITIES OR TOWNS:
ESA's Weather Bureau haste- Injuries down, as 800 dweWngs
In homes - the basement usuaan inten- were completely destroyed and
welled SKYWARN
lly offers the greatest safety.
Avoid auditoriums and gymsive campaign to save lives dur- 1,210 were damaged.
A tornado injured 300 persons Seek shelter under a sturdy work- nasiums or other structures with BURIES WORKERS
ing tornadoes by expanding networks of volunteer spotters and and caused 19 million dollars' beach or heavy table if possi- wide free-span roofs. If a buildtelling the public what to do if one damage when it ripped into Oel- ble. In a home with no basement, ing is not of reinforced construeof these deadly storms threatens. wein, Iowa, on May 16,1968. Oel- take cover under heavy furniture tion, go quickly to a nearby reinALP NACHSTAD, Switzerland
In order to point up the value ewin's Civil Defense sirens sou- in the center part of the house. forced building, or to a ravine
avalanche
buried
Keep
but
open,
some
windows
fiat
powbefore
lie
minutes
and
two
nded
for
open
ditch
or
of positive alerting systems, the
r,alroad
workers
Monday
four
them.
away
from
stay
COUNTRY:
two
even
but
OPEN
IN
Weather Bureau cited a number er was disrupted,
as Me) worked on the Pilatusl
Mobile homes are particularly
of instances where community minutes' warning was invaluable
Move away from the tornado's Cogwheel Railway. Three other
preparedness planning and the to the great majority of the co- vulnerable to overturning during
were injured in the
use of sirens to alert the public mmunity's ettivians. Only one life strong winds. Trailer parks sh- path at a right angle. If therein workers
survived.
slide
but
the
in
fiat
have
a
community
shelter.
lie
ould
escape,
storm.
lost
in
the
to
was
time
no
of an approaching tornado have
Tracy , Minnesota, had five
paid off in lives saved.
On May 6, 1965, at 639 p.m., precious minutes to prepare for a
the sirens in Minneapolis,Minn., tornado which hit June 13, 1968.
began their warning wail within The city's sirens were triggered
minutes after the first of six tor- by Tracy's police dispatcher whnadoes, which later raked the en he received a report of the
city and Its suburbs, was report- approaching storm from alert
ed in Minneapolis, the sirens can citizens six miles to the west.
be triggered by the staff of the Nine persons died in the tornado,
Weather Bureau. at the flick of a but countless others moved to
switch, sirens throughout the shelter or out of the storm's
area are activated, as well as be. path. Again sirens played an imUs and flashing lights in radio portant, life-saving role in a tor-,
and televisian clatInes and law nado emergency.
enforcement offices. Before May
According to the Weather Bur6, 1965, the system had never
eau, policy governing the use of
been used in earnest.
area to area,
Turning to their radio and tele- sirens varies from
shouvision to find out why the sirens and individual communities
were sounding,startled residents ld determine whether their sirens
of the city's northwestern section are used for tornado warnings.
As part of its SKYWARN torand suburban Fridley learned,
in many cases just in time, that nado preparedness effort, ESSA
tornadoes were upon them. Many has prepared a detailed planning
sought shelter and lived. Four- guide titled "Tornado Preparedness Planning," which commuteen died.
A deadly tornado tore through nity. officials may obtain free by
the heart of Topeka, Kansas, on writing Emergency Warnings BrFA Weather Bureau, SilJune 8, 1966. It left a path of anch,
ver spring, Md. 20910.
almost total destruction eight
Individuals who learn of the
miles long and about four blocks
approach
of a tornado by being
wide.
other
Topeka's Civil Defense sirens alerted by a siren or any
TURNING Tate OTHSt CHEEK—Paula Diaz, 5, offers potato chips to her stepfather, Michael
were sounded at the first sign of means are urged to heed the
Rodrigues, 23, as he is booked in New York in the beating death of her sister Joanne, 3.
the storm. Residents in the city's hallowing safety rules.
TORNADO SAFETY RULES
His sharp retort brings a look of shock to face of her mother. He locked both girls in
southwestern section (the first to
When a tornado approaches,
small dark room all night after allegedly kicking Joanne in the chest and "Stikine her on
be hit) had as much as 13 mhiuthe mouth. She was found dead next morning.
tes' warning. In the city's north- your immediate action is your

I

PRESENTS PETITION

THE HAGUE (UPI)— A delegation of Dutch Jews presented
the Soviet
a
petition
to
Monday, appealing
Embassy
for justice for Jews in the
Soviet Union. V. N. Soroldn, the
embassy's second secretary,
refused the petition and said
there was no Jewish problem in
his country.

WEDNESDAY — APRIL
Maine cover the world
AUGUSTA, Maine (UPI) Maine is called the "Pine Tree
State" but it almost could be
called the "Geography State."
A rundown of the cities and
towns in Maine shows why. Among them are: China, Denmark, Mexico, Norway, Peru,
Poland and Sweden, Maine.
Other communities include
Belgrade, Cambridge, Dallas, Detroit, Paris, Rome, Stockholm,
Vienna and Washington, Maine

MR. FARMER:
PLANTING QUAUTY SEED
DOESN'T COST
IT PAYS!

BE sure to
drown all fires.

STU LI-

F

MOVING

isn't half,so
14ECTIC...

HYBRIDS

When it is
followed by a
Welcome Wagon
.
call!

Shills Hybrid Won The Kentucky

Corn Derby Again!
Highest official yields in 5 acre division ever checked by the University of Kentucky.
We have all varieties and sizes available with plates
furnished.

Linda AdamsPhone 753-2378

SEE YOUR LOCAL STULL DEALER

ELLIS POPCORN

Olt",

12th & Chestnut

Murray. Ky.

%mmwwwimmismimm1

Mr
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BR()
HAl
POT

Caroid's

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

err rleoprwne.
Medium

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

8
eg
e • SALE
R9
Mayfield

Extra strength
pain reliever

BILE SALTS

48c

Bottle of
1000 Tablets

Reg,
'1.65

SALE
25 L

Aladdins
NEW PLASTIC VANGUARD

Bottle of 100

Reg.
'2.98

PI

SALE

NESTLES $100,000 BAR

12 HOUR RELIEF
for

Ca-RAMEL CRISP MILK -640coLATE COVERED
— 2-PIECE BAR —

HAY FEVER MISERIES

CHAPPED
DRY LIPS

PO

QT LOTION

BY COPPERTONE
FR

LE
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

TO
AT SIDE OF THE SQUARE

° • Murra

LIMIT QUANTITIES

— •
world

• 270

(UP!)
%tile1141n 1.1„—e
moat could be
. aphy State."
I the cities and
shows why. A: China, DenNorway, Peru,
• n, Maine.
'unities include
'clice, Dallas, Deme, Stockholm,

JIM ADAMS I G A

Northside
Shopping
Center

*

thrills*
Shopping
Center

*

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

*:*

CUT
PORliNTEtiOPS PORK CHOPS
FIRST IN FINE MEATS

FLAVOR-RITE

FIRST CUT

49c
t
.59
LB.
6

'CAUNTRY iTTLE

BACK RIBS
MAGNA

BACON

Le

1 LB. PKG.

C

G.
1 LB. PK5

-

•

CAKE MIX IGA
BROWN 8k.SERVE ROLLS
HAMBURGER BUNS IGA
POTATO CHIPS

BOX

FREEZER BEEF SALE
61C
Full Side*

29c

LB.

OPFK229C

IGA

Frontquarter
Hindquarter

o' 29c
Fn
49c

LB
LB.

530
110

TWIN BAG

IGA

0Z.25c

39t

SUNSHINE 10 OZ.

12

OZ. JAR 39

2/33c

9 0Z.

AL INK
Ong/IA

Ai
11BT

INSTANT
COFFEE

FLOUR

ltieOD

1.

MAXWELL HOUSE

DIXIE LILY

TRAIL

SALAD MUSTARD IGA
CHEEI—IT CRACKERS
PEANUT BUTTER"m
PIE CRUST MIX 1GA

.

12 °Z. CAN

4189c s 39c '
49c
sl"
LIQUID
NO GAMES
19c
NO STAMPS
C
PE i CHES EV89 NO $5°' FORCED PURCHASES DETERGENT _ ,
25 LB. BAG

CHEROKEE

GAL.

10 OZ. JS I49

5 LB. BAG

SWEETHEART

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

NO. Zi CAN

220Z. BOTTLE

JUST LOW PRICES !
IGA

303 CAN

-•

73c

19c

t 14 OZ.

2/45c

DETERGENT

SHOWBOAT

PORK & BEANS

E
TID
0/$1

GIANT SIZE

PEPSI OR TOP
°uart N° Return Bc)ttle

LARGE HEAD

5

YELLOW, SWEET

FRESH, CRISP

LETTUCE

2/49c

I eir .

300 CAN 1
FRESH CRISP

6/49c

25c
icc

8 OZ. CAN

-

GIAL. 0"

3 LB. CAN

BOTTLE

CIPT.7---

BLEACH

SNO-BRIFT

--CATRIP-

- -.-CHERMES

IGA

IGA

SHORTENING

IGA

9c RADISHES 1 Ot CARROTS
CELLO BAG

,

CORN

EARS39C

1 LB. BAG10c

Store* OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS !GA It's the total on the tape that counts!
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Opium Is Cash Crop In Laos
By ROBERT KAYLOR

71,WOWNg.5-11W11.2.

VIENTIANE, Laos (UPI)Opium is a cash crop in Laos
and trade in the drug made
from poppies is legal in this
nation torn by war.
There are those who say that
the fighting in Northern Laos
these days is nothing more than

the result of a quarrel amoog
factions of Meo tribesmen over
growing lands. But
opium
Western observers 'with long
experience in Laos doubt this.
"Let's not be naive," said one
old Laos band. "Both the good
guys and the bad guys deal in
opium ty here. Opium moves
throughout the country and I

gr
wk
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BRAND O tomANa?—Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis
relaxes in Boston and says she will be in the U.S. until July.
Greek newspapers report her trip as an errand of romance—
trying to dissuade her stepdaughter Christina, 18, from calling off her engagement to shipping heir Petros Goulandris.
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would not be surprised if every
general gets something out of
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Golf Important Factor
In Bahamas' Big Boom
By

Central Pr,SS
At the same time, the sources
FREEPORT, Grand Bahamas---Whan Americans become sold
said, to suggest that the United
on an idea or on a fashion or even a hobby, there is no greater
States is backing Meo hill tribe dedicated lot. Take, for example,
the enthusiasm for golf that
Gen. Vang Pao in a merely has engulfed men and women in
the United States. Time was
tribal conflict does not account when only the idle rich could afford to indulge in the sport.
for the presence of more than Today, there are more than 11 million golf bugs in the U.S.
two divisions of North VietnaSo devoted are so many to this pastime that players have
mese troops who have no learned to follow the Sun in pursuit of their game. When the
overriding interest in opium.
snows of winter blanket the East and Midwest, the golf birds
Rep, John V. Tunney, D- head South.
for yea's, the oasis until smart land developers
Florida
Calif., was quoted in the United
States as saying that the CIA
links, not only appeal to golfers.
isc ‘
has committed the U.S. govern- discovered
uxury
a- but proved a bonanza for ineredthe
d started ttaoxburieled IBah
ment to supporting Vang Pao in
with championship vestors especially those owning
a tribal split in which the Mee resort hotels
s bait to at- property on Grand Bahama Ishe
general's sole objective was golf courses
land. Tourist traffic attests this
g
tract
opium producing land held by
•
. •
Though only 26,000 Americans
his opponents which produced
IT WORK E D. And how! visited the 530-square-mile isfrom $2 million to $6 million Within the last six or seven land in 1963, by the close of
worth a year.
years, the Caribbean islands 1969, more than 500,000 people
Opium is perhaps the only have become "in" spots for va- had traveled to its shores.
_.5_ •
cash crop grown by the M44)---cationeys; -with -weekends
and other hill tribe groups. It LS yawningly routine for those de- MORE impressive was use
blossoming of luxury corna crop which will not grow well siring tropical tee-off.
The balmy climate, the golf munities, a direct outgrowth
et lower altitudes. There is also
of the island's recreational fano moral stigma to trade in
PEACE AND WAR—South Vietnamese Rangers ride a landing craft .paat a serene little vilcilities, its weather and its
opium.
lage on the Mekong River after operation against Reds. Scene is An Phu, South Vietnam.
heady tax advantages. The no
from
Southern
China
and
Opium has played a historical
personal tax, no real estate, no
Burma
as
well
as
locally
grown
role in Indochina conflicts. Both
income or general sales tax in
risen on the land. There is no
the Communist Viet Minh and opium.
Sources who have spent time Freeport played a considerable question but that golf courses hotel, the International Hotel, on the rest of the island will
the Pathet Lao acknowledged
role in attracting permanent
a sister to the 800-room King's continue to mushroom.
influenced development of Bo- Inn and Golf
selling opium to raise funds. In North Laos say that there is residents
Club, established
still
hemia.
some
movement
of
opium
Apartments
and
homes
There has been evidence of
over the last four years as the Farmers Add Acres to Acres
are
being
in
Sam
Neua
built
new
Province,
community
as
A
typical
which
fast
is
near
the
fair- golfer's hotel.
continuing opium trade on the
Expansion-minded farmers
Vang Pan's home territory and filling with American and inter- ways as construction allows..
There is no end in sight to buy most of
government side in Laos.
farm land in the
•
population
•
national
is
that
of
•
the expansion on the Grand BaCurrent estimates from in- Is now almost wholly in the
Bahamia, which, until five years
TO ENCOURAGE more tour- hama Island. Investment of pri- U.S. In 1969, farmers informed economic sources place hands of the Communists.
But, they say, this movement ago, was more or less a tropibal ists to the island, in addition to vate capital, to date, represents creasing their acreage acthe total opium traffic in Laos
has
been disrupted by ,the war, wilderness. Within the last two the residents it has wooed to it, close to Si billion. So long as counted for 81% of land
at about $3 million to $5 million
which
has brought heavy U.S. years alone 1,000 condominium Bahamia is in the process of Americans continue to call transactions in Northern
a year. This includes opium
and rental apartment units and building a new 400-room luxury "fore," building in Bahamia
and Plains: 63% in Corn Belt;
which transits Laos on its way bombing strikes to Sam Neua. about 100 luxury homes have
in nation as a whole.
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Shop

Till Midnight
We Give Treasure Chest Stamps.
Double Stamps All Day Tue. & Wed.
We Reserve The Right To Limit
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U. S. GOV. FOOD STAMPS REDEMMED HERE

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: After my eighth baby was born, I asked
my doctor to "tie my tubes" so I wouldn't have any more
children. It's nothing new. Lots of women have it done.
Well, that was two years ago, and yesterday my husband
came home and announced that be had gone down to the
doctor's office and had his tubes tied! It sure sounds to me
like there's another woman in his life. •
Maybe I'm just dumb, but I can't understand why HE
had to have that done when there was no danger of getting
ME pregnant.
Do you think he's off his rocker, or just plain don't like
kids. Please don't use my name. Four of my kids can read.
"OVER BEARING"

tittle vuVietnam.

the island
hroom.

will

cres to Acres
.nded farmers
m land in the
farmers inacreage ac1% of land
in Northern
n Corn Belt;
as a whole.

DEAR OVER:i No matter what year husband's faults
may be,"gambling" isn't one of them.
DEAR ABBY: In reply to "FLAT AS A PANCAKE":
Don't be disappointed in your measurements. I am stationed
on Okinawa now, and the average chest size for a fullydeveloped woman here is 27 inches. So, cheer up! Age will
Respectfully,
help.
A "GI" IN THE PACIFIC
DEAR "GI": Thanks for the cbmforting words fee
"FLAT" and all her flat sisters. It's good to know that our
men In the Pacific are so compassionate, informed—and
•
observing.

COLDREG.
C

U. S. GOV.
CURED WHOLE

COUPON

3

LB

LB. CAN

$2.99
FAMILY SIZE

W ITH COUPON

RIDE OF ILL.
White Cr. Sty1

SUGAR

r.

REEL FOOT
SMOKED

es.

9C
51

A

303 CAN

LB.

ork

•

FIRST CUTS
CENTER CUTS
89c LB.
LB.59

Ap- 4

U. S. PRIME
ROUND

GRADE A MED.

FRESH
SHOULDER

MARTHA WHITE
c

DEAR NOT: Looking at one's self in the mirror does
not necessarily Indicate that you ADMIRE yourself. Perhaps you lack self-cesdidence and are Seeking constant reassurance. Try to pass a mirror wiliest looking into It.

OSE
SSES

DEAR ABBY.. I have a suggestion for "CANT SLEEP"
whose conscience is bothering her over her neglect of an
elderly mother, recently deceased
Go to the nearest Old Folks home and take on a "mother" or even a "mother and father:P-0o for them what
you wish you'd have done for your own. Think how much
pleasure a ride on a sunny day, a small gift or even a
bouquet of flowers would mean to the elderly "forgottenby-family" people who are in these homes. If you can't
take,them out, you can go and talk with them, and listen
to them reminisce. You will gain a lot. I know. I've
tried it and it works. It's fun! [Sign me] CAN SLEEP
What's your problem? You'll feel beUer if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Bel 07•11, lAll Aageles. Cal.
MN. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
ewrelope.
Hate to write letters? Send sl to Abby, Box SUM, Los
LotAngeles, CM. Will. lee Abey's booklet, "How to Write
ion for All Oeeasioss."

Is

the section not only provides
material but furnishes guidance
and help in finding information.
Mrs. Harleston says the department answers a question
every three minutes, thousands
each year—and the work is increasing.
The department circulates boo• -pamphlet& only ba-f • . •
County residents, but others may
use the material by requesting it
through their local library. The
By Jim Warren
department also answers quesLEXINGTON, Ky. — The Mar- tions by phone and mail.
If the main depository does
garet I. King Library located on
comhave the requested item, one
not
only
the
has
the UK campus
depositoriplete U. S. Government document of the several partial
es across the state usually has
depository in Kentucky.
The document section of the it.
the kinds of things
library receives over sz,Ooo doe- "We know
ries have,"
deposito
other
rds
the
microca
20,000
uments and
n says."Each have
per year with only 3 workers Mrs. Harlesto
ses In matand a few part time student and strengths and weaknes
know pretty well
intern helpers to catalogue the erials and we
who has what."
load.
anyone needing infor"Our primary purpose consis- , She says
write: Government
may
mation
ng,"
catalogi
ts of research and
Department, Marsays Mrs. Rebekah Harleston, Publications
Library, University
head of the U. 5, documents sec- garet I. King
Lexington, Kentucky
tion, "Unlike partial depositori- of KentuckY,
throu40506.
several
has
ky
(Kentuc
es,
ghout the state) which can dispose of most materials every
About 90 to 95 million
rive years, we must hold everything on a permanent basis." Americans drink alcoholic heyThe library's 10,000 running erages, it least occasionally.
feet of shelves contain such documents as:
+A complete set of the U. S
Census figures
+Complete sets of the Congressional Record and Statutesat-Large
&One of 50 existing sets of CORN I NG* WARE
thrExecutive Journal of the U.S.
Senate.
In 1969, the special section was
matie a United Nations documents
depository, and contains all official records of the major UN bodlee IS well as materials on social
economic conditions around
,
sethe
The section also keeps a file
of all state publications.
10 Covered Skillet
The depository has been loca.
I ' of Covered Datong Drib
ted at the UK library since 1907 (malt hme Otter Feb 77 Meer 30 1970
but became a separate section
STARKS HARDWARE
in 1967.
Students and researchers find

Document
Depository
Now At UK

SPECIAL OFFER
Bake 'n Fry Set
$888

PUNCH

DRINKS
ORANGE

6 Pak Carton
Plus Bott. Dep.

GRAPE

3

460Z, S
CANS
Crt.

HAMS
L.590
L. 99

TENDER SMOKED
SHANK PORT.

39

CENTER SLICES

59c JOWLS

GAL.

PUREX
MARTHA WHITE

5

FLOUR

65' WEINERS

ICE CREAM

FRESH

12

°Z. PKG

GT. SIZE

159`

LB.

U. S. PRIME CHUCK

LIQUID DETERGENT

59c

Le.

6Y2 OZ. Si
J CANS I

TUNA

ACRAMENTO IN HEAVY SYRU

3
L.
OFAA ES 2

MISS LIBERTY

59

BAG49

LIBERTY COUPON
50 TRADING STAMPS 50
With This Coupon And
The Purchase Of
3 LBS.
HAMBURGER

BACON

79C

LB.

PORK ROAST

39C

LB.

OLD JUDGE

BABY FOOD

COFFEE

4A"

STRAWBERRIES

LIBERTY COUPON
BOLD FAMILY $1.99
Rea. Pric
SIZE
With This Coupon And • 52.99
$5.00 Additional Purchase
Ciggs. & Tobb. Exc.
Save $1.00 With This Cou on
Void After May 4

2 Le. PKG. 89C

GERBER STRAINED

FRESH

ONIONS

29'

CARDNAL SLICED

5 39c

DOZ.

YELLOW

GOLDEN DEL.

Void After May 4

LOAF

ROLLS

DOZ.

.
3LB
APPLES

I I4 Lb.119

BROWN & SERVE

NO. 2.Y2S
CANS

ANG

LB.

PORK CUTLETS

BREAD

LB.

BUSTON BUTT

FRESH

MISS LIBERTY

PEACHES

NECK BONES

69c BOLOGNA

LB.

--_---- 2t BACON
FRUIT C-OCICTAIL-.
DEL MONTE

10C

BY THE PIECE

JOHNSONS TRAY P AK

DEL MONTE

LB.

FRESH & MEATY

59c PORK STEAK
67c ROAST

GAL.

LB. 49c

39' SAUSAGE
49' PIGS FEET

FRESH SLICED

FESTIVAL BRAND

IVORY

LB.

JOHNSONS SKINLESS
LB. BAG

CHICKEN PARTS
4Pc LB.
BREAST
55c LB.
-THIGHS-49c LB.
LEGS
19c LB.
WINGS
-BACK-54r NECKS—If:lc-LEL
FRESH
LIVERS 79c LB.
FRESH
GIZZARDS 39c LB.

COUNTRY STYLE

SUGAR CURED SMOKED

BLEACH

99c
39

LB.

5 LB. BAG45

COCO COLAS

IP

AM.

5 LB. BAG

LEY

79.

LB.

MISS LIBERTY
SLICED

A,.1"111

DEAR ABBY: I am only 14 years old and I have a
problem. All my friends call me "conceited." I'm not really,
but they think I am because I can't pass a mirror without
looking at myself.
So what can I do about myself, Abby? Do you think
NOT CONCEITED
I'm conceited or not?

n. 1970

the'(e-i/")? Less
,Afigior (rqAT.
.

A eWEEK
DAYSnienc
1 Conve
OPEN
From 8:A.M.
Your
At

Is her hubby
only 'playing it safe'?

WEDNESDAY — APRIL

TIMES —MLKRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER &

QT.

3

69

LB. CAI9

FRESH CELLO

CARROTS
I. GREENS
FRESH TURNIP

LBS.39

55c

2, LE,.19
BAGS

L. 19

LIBERTY COUPON

LIBERTY COUPON
SAVE,16c WITH THIS COUPON
.
4 Bars Personnet Ivory
Reg Price 35c
Withrootiodri I9c

CRISCO 3 LB. CAN 49c
,With This Coupon And
S5.00 'Additional Purchase
Ciggs. & Toba. Exc.

Void After May 4

Void After May 4

,
fs

•
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& TIMES

— HURRAY. KENTUCKY

Test Will Tell If Cotton
MGM Auction
Boll Weevil Can Be Stopped Draws Many.
Movie Buffs

N. CONCORD HONOR
ROLL IS GIVEN

weevil. This accounts for about
one - third of the total volume
of insecticides used in the United States every year, Dr.
WASHINGTON(UFO— Farm- !George W. Irving told a House
By VERNON SCOTT
ers in years gone by cursed appropriations subcommittee in UPI Hollywood Correspondent
him in helpless rage. Story tell- testimony made public this
ers and folk singers made him week.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Like
a part of the American legend.
Could Cut Chemicals
pilgrims streaming to Mecca,
weevil
Now farm officiaLs are talking
Eradication of the boll
movie buffs around the world
of a test to see if the cotton would reduce the need for are converging on MGM studios
boll weevil can be eradicated chemical pesticides, said Irving, to buy a bit of film lore at the
completely.
administrator of the depart- studio auction May 3 through
If the experiment succeeds, a ment's research service.
May 20.
top Agriculture Department ofOther officials said today they
ficial said, "we will be making expect to decide by May 1
Scores of individuals from
a major contribution toward les- whether the boll weevil eradi- Europe, Asia, South America
sening the need to add chemi- cation experiment, planned as a and as far away as Australia
cals to the environment."
two - year test, can be launched have made the trek, some
Farmers currently spend this year.
hunting for bargain antiques,
about $75 million a year on,hiA spokesman said the deci- others for a hat worn by
secticides to control the boll sion depends largely on whether Jeanette MacDonald.
cotton industry sources can
The David Weiz Auction
come up with about $1.25 mil- Company will put more items
lion to match planned federal under the gavel in 32 sessions
contributions.
than it can count.
The experiment, officials said,
would use a combination of all
There are 350,000 costumes
known control measures includ- alone, some worn by the
ing noopersistent insecticidPe, greatest stars: Gable, Tracy,
sex attractants to lure weevils Lombard, Coopers..Garbo, Garinto traps and the release of land. Stanwyck, Garson, Lanza.,
sterilized male weevils.
ell ssissippi Site
Thousands of Letters
The site chosen for the ex- Since announcement of the
By RABUN MATTHEWS
periment is an area centered auction thousands of letters of
DAHLONEGA, Ga. (UPI)— E. in Jefferson Davis and Coving- inquiry have come into the
E. Crisson's heartache was a ton counties in south Mississip- studio. The most sought-after
gleaming yellow dream that pi, taking in small adjoining Items are props or wardrobes
always
was
an untapped, areas of Alabama and Lou- associated with Clark Gable
isiana.
and Judy Garland.
tmtouble reality.
The program would begin One item up for sale is
He dreamed of a rich vein of
gold, 50 feet down in soft, sandy with spraying this fall in an ef- Many Weismuller's original
clay in the Georgia mom:dab:0— fort to nut the "overwintering"Iloincloth from his first "rara rolling rocky country cut weevil population by about 98 zan" picture.
percent. In the spring of M. Wardrobe is only the begin.
through by the Midas touch.
Crisson, who owned 40 acres technicians would move In tang of the story. There are for
of this country 60 years ago, traps, baited with a sex attract- instance, thousands of African
spears, ancient muskets, Rotunneled several hundred feet ant.
Later, when 1971 cotton be- man breastplates and helmets,
on an angle from the side of a
ridge and sliced into the vein, gins to fruit, sterile male wee- shield s, daggers, bayonets,
only to have the earth collapse vUs would be released. They knives, swords and weaponry
on top of his strike and bury his would, hopefully, complete the enntigb to arm NATO.
job of eradicating the Pest bY Western fans may bid on
dream mder tom of dirt.
For more than half a century, making unproductive matingE branding irons, powder horns,
spurs, covered wagons sal
Crisson dreamed of this land with normal female weevils.
and passed his dreams onto his are complete" in about 10 days. saddlesson Reese, and Reese's sons,
Crissons Buoyed Up
Leroy, R. L. and Johnny.
But the Crissons, aged 42, 39
Have Choice of Autos
_ Fever Catches Up
and 29, are buoyed tg by their
Bidders who have an Otto
TM fever finally caught tip fInd,
for old automobiles have a
the sons of Reese Crisson. The
"We've had no one who choice of dozens from an 1899
brothers pooled their resources, knows anything about it who De Dion Buton roadster to a
abandoned for the most part has said aoYtbing but we've hit 1910 Stanley Steamer, all in
their jobs, and sank their lives It," yelled sinewy, 39-year-olti reed working order.
and futures in their grandfathCrisson. They all say it's a
Boat nuts may buy miniatureer's flooded mine shaft.
rich one.
sAAabout I the real size—of
Less than a week ago, the illMrs. Amy Trammell, who HMS Bounty, the Mayflower
kept secret became a cry that with her husband panned a and the Green Dolphin. There
has launched more than a nearby mine for 35 years until are dugout canoes, a full-sized
dozen gold rushes here alone in her husband's death several stern-wheeler from "Showboat"
the past 150 years.
years ago and say they made a and others.
"Gold The CrIsson's struck comfortable living, is as excited
Each bit of wardrobe, rolling
it rich."
as anyone about the prospect of stock and props has a history.
Whether they actually struck the Crissoo's opening a com- Some we built, purchased or
It rich depends on the final mercial mining operation. sewn for a single picture.
verdict from the assayer, who There are believed to be only Others have been used time
recently took samples from two commercial mines current- and again in a variety of films.
throughout the Crisson proper- ly in operation in the United Many possess nostalgic magic.
ty.
States.
Many a ghost of stars long
"There is some gold there,"
"If it's possible for this vein dead will fill the sound stages
acknowledged Jesse Auvil, head to go on, it will be a great of MGM as the playthings and
of the Georgia Department of thing," says Mrs. Trammell, make-believe of a vanished era
Mines, Mining and Geology, "But I've seen pockets like this of Hollywood are sold away.
"but we won't know how before.You'll be panning along Happily, most items will fall to
valuable it is until our reports and all of a sudden, it'll be people who will treasure them.
gone."
. _
By BERNARD BRENNER
UPI Farm Editor

Gold Fever
Is Starting
In Georgia

PAGE EL
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THREATENED—Viscount Lin.
ley (above), son of Princess
Margaret and the Earl .of
Snowdon. is being kept under close guard by Scotland
Yard after a tip disclosed a
plot to kidnap the 8-yearold boy as hostage for release of two imprisoned gang
leaders in London.

Names of students making the
honor roll at the New Concord
Elementary School have been
released by the principal, B. R.
Allen. They are as follows:
Third Grade — Beverly McKinney, Harry Fannin, Gary
Eaker, Kenneth McCuiston, Debbra Smith. Linda Green, Cynthia Chancey, Ellen Mahan,
Tommy Hendon, Linda Carol
McCuiston. Mary Ann Winchester, and Barbara Campbell.
Fourth Grade — Mitzi Redick, Nix Ann Osborn, Laura
Jarrett. Lesia James, Leans
Duke, and John Brinkley.
Fifth Grade — Lisa Alderson,
Ronald Dale Gibson, Christi
Hall, Sonjia Hendon, Stephen
McCuiston, Linda iicCuiston,
Sharon McKinney, Riger Stubblefield Cindy Lee Williams,
Philip Zacheretti, and Glen
Redden.
Sixth Grade — Steve Ferguson, Bobby Futrell, Roger Hendon, Randy Herndon, Judith
Kimbro, Gary McClure, Scott
Newberry. Benny Pittman, Krit
Stubblefield, Rida Hicks, and
Venetia Barkhurst.
Seventh Grade — Kenny Hargrove, Sammy Kimbro, Christine McCuiston, Jimmy McCuiston, and Janet Williams.
Eighth Gratil — Quentin Fannin, and Cathy .Pigg.
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STUDIES CONTINUE--Long after the legislature adjourns, the interns still are in
Frankfort pondering the processes of state government. Mike Duncan, left, Cumberland College, and Darryl Callahan, Murray State University, are shown discussing their major internship papers. (Steve Mitchell Photo)
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Mrs. Dawson Dies
Here This Morning

ITHACA, N.Y. (UPI) — It
MTV Nannie May Dawson
Junior is one year old and you
plan to save for his college edu- died this morning at five o'clock at the home of her daughThe honor roll for the Faxon cation, figure on at least ter, Mrs. Agnes Fair, 1108 Elm
$25,000.
Elementary School has been reConsumer Economics. Prof. Street, Murray, where she had
leased by the principal, Billy D.
Elizabeth
Ewigand of the State made her home for several
Outland. It is as follows:
Purchase Area
College of Human Ecology pre- years.
*Indicates all A's.
She was 78 years of age and
Hog Market
Fourth grade — Brenda diets total college education her death followed an extended
costs
will
$250
rise
a
year
per
Hicks, Timothy Wilson, 'Jerry
illness.
Houston, Marc Darnell, Regina student.
Survivors include four daughFederal Str-te Market News Morris, Timothy Ross, Glen
Starting from a relatively inters, Mrs. Meatus (Agnes) Fair
PurKentucky
429-10
Service
Kirk, *Sheila Evans, 'Chris Ma- expensive $2,000 per year figure of Murray, Mrs. It. L (Marie)
chase Area Hcg Market Report this, Robert Duke, Timmy Sto- at present, this would rise to Miller
and Mrs. Mae McEndree
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
rey, Teressa Vance, 'Beverly $6,250 by- the time Junior is of Hardinsburo, and Mrs. Homer
Rece-:pta 800 Hear, Barrows Garland, and 'Paul Guy.
ready to go to college, if you (Gloria) Chapman of Russelland Gifts Fully 25 cents HighFifth grade — 'Debbie use the professor's formula.
ville.
er; Sows, Steside.
Brooks, Leanna Brown, 'Terry
Many private colleges already The funeral will be held
LEXINGTON, Hy. — Controll- US
1-3 2O0230 lbs $2430-24-78, Byerly, Leese Gordon, Ricky D. have tuitions alone well over
Thursday at two p.m. at the
ing garden pests is considered
A few select 1-2 at $25.00; Green, Ricky K. Horton, Linda the $2,000 mark.
a major ,problem by many
Sanders-Proctor Funeral Home,
US 24 190-240 lbs $24.40-2430t Miller, Jerry Don Morris, Tart
Russellville, with burial in the
"green thumb" enthusiasts. It US 24
240-293 the $2330-24.00; Morris, *Tammy Outland, SherAuthorities estimate the aver- Maple Grove Cemetery there.
should not be. If the home gar- US 3-4
260-290 lbs $23.00-23.50; ry Ann Runyon, Donna Smith, age American flintily
dener would spend a few minwaste* Friends may call at the SandSOWS:
Sandra Stom, and Sherri Linn, about 400 pounds of edible food era-Proctor Funeral Home after
utes in making sure he has US 1-2
270-360 lbs 119.75-20.75; Thomas.
in the course of a year. For the six p.m. today (Wednesday).
chosen the right materials and US 1-3
300-560 lbs $18.50-19.75; Sixth grade — Sherry Morris, nation, the
then use them correctly,..tbere-i_us
waste adds up to ID The J. H. Churchill Funeral
350_050 lbs $18.00-18.50. David Rudolph, Danny
Brittain, million tons of food annually.
suits could prove most rewardHome was in charge of the loBuchanan,
Sharon
Bonnie
Smith
ing, says Hubert W. Davis, Excal arrangements.
Debbie
Bynum,
and
Sandra
Potension Specialist in HorticulAngelica is an herb whose
Scott, and Mary Beth Hays.
New for this bridal season
ture at the UK College of Agri- ourig and tender leaves are pre- gue.
Seventh grade — Janet Byer- Eighth grade — Wanda Blan- is a "doll" collection
culture.
for flower
sened with sugar to make aeon- ly, Norita Cassity, Anita Cha- kenahip, Freda Duncan, Julia
aids and junior birdromaids to
"Many people try to over- fee tio used for decorating cake*
ney, 'Dale Mathis, Brenda Out- Greenfield, Laurel Guy, •Jenni. 'match the rest of the wedding
come their insect and disease and candy.
land, Martha Outland, Bobby ten Lovett. and Dale Bogard.
party.
problems by planting enough
additional vegetables to take
care of the losses expected from
pests," says Davis. But the L'K
expert advises against this practice. "Plant only enough vegetables to supply family needs,"
cautions Davis, "and protect
them from insects and diseases"
Davis suggests that gardeners apply pesticides when vegeFAIRWEATHER
HART'S
Tall Can
tables break through the soil,
R-ox.
and continue at 7-10 day intervals until harvesting Cover the
entire part of the plant above
14-oz.
the ground.
When using duster equipSTEEL'S
12-oz.
RAINBOW.
ment, Davis recommends the
crank type. He advises against
the "push type" duster, and caufir .1,
tions against the application of
pesticides from the sack or can
AMERICAN BEAUTY
BUTTERLAND
as being too slow for practical
use.
When using the sprayer method, Davis recommends the one
to Poi gallon pressure type for
STEEL'S SHOESTRING
KITCHEN KRAFT
best results. The three to VS
-gallon sprayer 'is goat bur- too
heavy,'-for-practical-use Fly
sprayer me.hanisms are rated
very poor on the basis that they
require too much time to perform a satisfactory job. Sprink.'
NEW! TEENIE WEENIE CUT
can d
ler methods are not only slow
but very wasteful. The UK horticulturist recommends malathion or Sevin for insects. Thiodon
or Sevin are more effective in
controlling the tomato fruit
4-Roll Pkg
Fresh
worm and corn ear worm. For
leaf and fruit diseases, zineb,
maneb, or captan are recommBETTY CROCKER
ended.
AU FLAVORS
Gardeners can buy pre-mixed
WHITE YELLOW
materials which contain pesti.
DEVIL FOOD
cides that control both insects
and diseases. They are available
pkg.
in either spray or dust form.
WA FER
SUGAR
FLAVOR K1ST
and contain malathion, methobox 390
xychlor, and zineb or captan.
KOZY KITTEN
Many gardeners do not use
5 PAK
pre-mixed 'chemicals. They pre,
fer to buy chemicals and mix
PEACH PRESERVES
them for specific Insect or disease control. This practice reRED PLUM JAM
sults in a substantial saving in
15-07. car,
GRAPE JELLY
purchase price.
It is generally agreed that
Underwood
sprays are better for controll
SERV EASE
*
MEATS *
CORNED BEEF
ing dise.ises, and are at least
ROUND
equal to dusts in controlling in
sects, sayilavis. In the case
of cucur , such as aquas).
and cucumber, a dust is much
to ct ok9 39e
41-en. can
more desirable than a spray
since it will pen,etrate the dense
1-,)mily sire
LB.
foliage better. Whether the gardener uses a spray or dust,
- -%
complete coverage is the secret
, -:4-'4, ."
to good pest control.
4011101i= 4..
LB.
Davis advises gardeners to
J....
FAVORITE
follow all instructions printed
Jar
on thc container. Pesticides are
10-oz
ime-saving
lb. 590
'or,-/4-•
gardener when used properly.
a,
S' ICED (In Piece lb 390
But when used carelessly, they
Can becoME a potential threat to
1 Lb. 920
an. •
2 lbs. 850
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Spraying Can
Improve Your
Home Garden
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SALMON

SHELLIE BEANS
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PICKLES
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3BOXES 'lova

Art

BLUE LAKE GREEN BEANS
CHARMIN TISSUE
SLAW 19e

COOKIES

CAT FOOD
3 ci 2ge
PER PLATES

4.

TECHNICOLOR SPRING-les springtime in Frank to! ssithi 40,000 tulips th bloom
on the Capitol grounds. Redbuds and dogwoods are abloont in the hills around the
Capitol and the goldfish in the floral clock pistil arc hu.
” doing the pennies of
isitor4.
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CAKE MIX

HAMA

SPREAD STEAK
5
LUB STEAK
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;T-BONE STEAK
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•
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39°
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$1.09
$1.39
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Washington
Window
By S7EWART HENSLEY
UPI D'timatic Reporter
—
WASIMIGTON (UPI)
Events le SOutheast Aida- have
reached & pant where President Sloan must proceed with
extreme caution lest he be
trapped in the political quicksands that pulled down President Lyndon B. Johnson.
Expanded Communist military dpeiatioas in Cambodia,
togedier with the continued
strategic position of Hanoi's
forces in Laos, have underlined
the fact that Wain= cannot be
dealt with in isolation.
The savage Communist milireaction against the
tary
Cambodian government which
ousted Prince Norodom Slob.
ouk has made it clear that what
the United States must deal
with in Southeast Asia is a war
involving all Indochina and not
just Vietnam.
That is why some high
officials in the Nixon administration are willing now to admit
that Nixon's Vietnamiaation
program—even if it works—Is
the answer to only part of the
fateful issue facing the President.
The idea of bolstering Cambodian Drees to fight against the
40,000 Hanoi and Viet Coog
troops in the eastern part of
country, while South
that
Vietnamese forces attack them
from the other side, has
considerable appeal 4;or military
strategists.
However, the President and
Us top policy advisers must
weigh the political consequences of such a move, which
might well draw the United
States into an even wider war
In the area.
while providing limited military supplies to Cambodia, the
United States has made its first
deal with the
dint to
increased pea in Southeast
Asia by psychological and
diplomatic tactics.
Secretary of State William P.
Rogers has urged action by
"the international community
to protect and restore the
independence and neutrality of
Cambodia," Be Ms trusted Et
40,000 Communist Vietnamese
troops that originally went into
eastern Cambodia— using it as
a sanctuary from the war in
Vietnam— as outright
Sou&
aggressors threatening the very
Independence of all Cambodia.
Such a statement could be
as laying the
interpreted
gretodwork for justifying direct
U.S. military intervention withframework of the "Nixon
in
Doctrine" proclaimed at Guam.
However, Rogers for the time
is using It instead as the
be
basis for bringing new pressure
on'the Soviet Union and other
coldries which were involved
on the Geneva conferences on
=to take a hand in the
Hanoi
and try to
IR indite

1000 OOLLARt CROW
FURTHER 1
DEL MONTE - 16-0z. Can

FRUIT COCKTAIL
Z'49

VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

Parkay Yellow Quarters

SNOWDRIFT

Margarine...216.55o

3-LB. CAN

7 450
2:
CHARMIN TISSUE

GREEN
CUielte

ie BrANS

69t -

Roll

4 39*
Bush White

HOMINY

— — — 14i oz can

KELLY'S

SPAGHETTI

P'RK & BEANS

and

2 for 29*

DUNCAN HINES

CAKE MIX

NO% Tea
3-ca. jar

15-oz. can

79*

3 for 79.

RED HEART

SWAN

JACK SPRAT

DOG FOOD

BLEACH

15-ox can

One Gallon

DISHWASHING
LIQUID
12-oz.

g for 25*

39*

25*

Excluding Angel Food
Box

SHOP WHERE THE

ORK cHopsc:e 75

First Cuts

LEAN MEATY
Kraft
Pure

ORANGE
JUICE

LB.

'

RRYAN

ARMOUR ALL MEAT

4-lb. can

Cannel s399
'Alms

Al17107111
cre

rosy

) 21t
STRAWBERRIES
PIE SHELLS pot R.f. _ _ _ _ Pkg. of 2 ne
Frosty
1.0, 2 Fc.„‘ 49°
B si AcLIMAS
5/$1
„„t„,
Po I pits
HUSHPUPPIES
I, •29°
2994
Frosty Acres

8 of

Frosty Acres

1 it

bag

Garden Delight

2 lb ba

p

GROUND FRESH
SEVERAL TIMES

rs
Wiene
iht Hamburger
DAILY

'

Pkg.

4T
I -lb. pkg.

CN

S
.

pkg

ic

Vow

SAVINGS ARE

55(

THE 1967 KIDNAP of Kenleth Young. then 11. in Los
Angeles. hit, the headlines
'gain A‘itli inilii.tnient of 311__:\NeAr-yk5i. Ronald Lee Miller
..above , 3 former lidera:II
l!eVetIllt• St'll it t. Agent The
ltny•s financier father paid
ran,nin in marked
Stoo bills ind the tie, %%as
three ila\ aftei

NESTEA

MEAT BALLS

Flavorite Brand

ig
g9

for
cans

INSTANT

VAN CAMP

can

25°

45`

3

imissismsmwriimmmemmow

force

IN STYLE--Former President
•Iolinson is out of office but
ridE out of style, hairwise,
you notice, as he talks with
President Nixon during a
White House visit. Foreign
policy is the topic here.

•
•
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590

Old Fashion Large

APPETITEAROUSING

BOLOGNA
39c

eitS1

In The Piece Only

Le,

Red

RADISHES

6-or. trIg I

Texas Seedless

GRAPEFRUIT

— 5 lb. bag

Fancy Winesap

'APPLES

4 lb bag

49'

Sunkist Juicy

LEMONS

PARKER'S

PIMENTO CHEESE or
z 590
HAM SALAp,

I dot. poly bag 39°

. 7 a.m. to ..9 p.m.
S
Adr

r6

•
•

, -44ayra 'Week

SHOP WHERE,
YOU CAN
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Scars From 1961 Riots Still Hang On In Detroit

number 102 served recently to
demonstrate how far, Or how in close proximity and at peace.
little, the city has come in Whether it is because of the
automotive companies, or bemeeting these goals.
cause of the powerful influence
DETROIT (UP!)-. Detroit is
Police Raid
a city suffering from a The 10th precinct is where it of the United Auto Workers, or
hangover almost three years all started on the hot night of because of the city's very
old, The Hangover is far from July 23 when police raided a nature, Detroit is a city which
cured.
blind pig- Detroitese for an has offered Negroes more of a
Whether it ever will be cured after-hours saloon- and the city chance than most.
It is, largely, a blue collar
could be a measure of the exploded.
chances of other great Ameri- The building where it hap- city where the men get up at
can cities to pull themselves pened still stands- a gray, two- 5:30 in the morning to go to
together and find a direction.
story flat jutting like a visible their jobs on the assembly line,
The hangover throbbing in toothache from an expanse of and pay their union dues, and,
Detroit is not unique. Other rubble on the corner of 12th as officer Anderson observed,
their bills, on time.
cities had riots in that grim Street and Clairmount.
summer of 1967, But Detroit's Up and down 12th Street, the But it is also a city which
was the worst any American main stem where the fires drains off much of its lifeblood
city has endured in modern blazed brightest that July, every evening on the clogged
history. None matched Detroit's there .a.e more empty expanses expressways leading like spokes
brutal scoreboard of 43 dead where stores and homes once from the downtown area on the
and damage estimated at from stood, Abandoned, shattered banks of the Detroit River to
$80 million to $250 million.
storefronts are still boarded up the suburbs.
Sincere Effort,
after almost three years. What Around downtown Detroit, an
There were vows made then new buildings have gOne up art enclave which stretches back
that it would never happen in more distinctive for their through almost 300 years of
Detroit again. And it is true the faceless expanses of brick an American history, is a collar of
WHILE THE COUNT GOES ON- Colombian troops stand guard in Bogota just minute6 after
city
has escaped without a concrete than for inviting black people four miles wide
curfew emptied the city's streets. The most stringent security measures are clamped on the
and growing wider.
major
riot since. There were stretches of vulnerable glass.
nation to guarantee order while a special commission conducts official count of the presLittle Money
promises
made
then
that
the
All
Cup
idential election.
(Radiovhoto
forgotten and dispossessed of The officers in car 102, The chamber of commerce
the city would be so no longer. James Anderson and Oneal frets because there is little new
And it is true that sincere Wright, were both black and money being pumped into
Huge religious work
efforts, and some progress, both all cop. They were proud downtown Detroit. Plans for a
GLENDALE, Calif. (UPI) - have been made to keep those
domed sports auditorium on the
of their uniforms and rated riverbank
One of the world's largest re- promises.
are stymied because
considerably
higher
themselves
ligious works, Jan Styka s "Cru- It is also true that, as the
city is $21 million in debt
In worth and human dignity the
and needs $50 million next year.
cifixion" which measures 44 by summer of 1970 approaches, the
195 feet, can be viewed at causes of discontent in Detroit's than the "offbraads" who roam The automotive giants are
Street
at
night,
12th
Forest Lawn Memorial Park spreading black populationBut they would say little, if already centered out of town
here.
Two Murray State University HSU.
roughly 40 to 45 per cent of the anything, in praise of what has and new industries coming to
Brenda Ellis, a sophomore at
students have been elected officity's total- appear considera- happened in their precinct since the area also tend to go to the
suburbs.
cers of the Kentucky Intercol Paducah Community College,
bly. eased. Detroit's Negroes 1967.
legiate Press Association at the was elected second vice-presi- Wants'Pastor's Day'
Inside the city, something has
have found- or achieved- es- Wright, at the wheel, stopped
annual spring meeting held at dent. She has been accepted at
WASHINGTON (UPI) - cape valves and voices in high a few doors .clown from a been done, but much is needed.
Western Kentucky University ir Murray State for nett fall Churches should observe an an- places that were not there in
In 1968, Detroit had 100,00C
handsome, four-story apart- blighted and
where she will continue her
Bowling Green this weekend.
overcrowded units,
nual Pastor's Day similar to the 1967.
ment house- a model of the
Jerry Bayne of Madison, Ind. studies in journalism.
The hangover, though, lives residential architecture of the It tore down 6,300 of them, but
Laymen's Sunday celebrated in
was elected first vice-president.
most Baptist churches, says Carl on. A sense of disillusion and '30s- on Seward Street four only 2,200 new housing units
He is a junior majoring in hisW.
Tiller, layman president of frustration hangs over Detroit. tblOcks from 12th. Andersol went up in their place,
tory and journalism. Sports editthe
District of Columbia Bap- It is not as self evident as the delivered a lecture. "That looks Presumably, those displaced
Hawaii
Religions
in
or for the Murray State News,
smog over the city's express- like quite a place, doesn't it?" had to find living space
tist
Convention.
Bayne is also president of AlHONOLULU (UPI)- Hawaii
somewhere in the cramped, two
"Let
us
find some occasion ways, but It 's there.
he said. "Before 1967, it was and three story structures on
pha Phi Gamma honorary Jour- has 210,000 Roman Catholics,
Poor and Blacks
the biggest dope pad in the the
Dalian chapter on the campus. 130,000 Buddhists and about each year when we can let our
dark side streets of the
The downtown area dies a district. One squad car team
The son of Howard Bayne of 20,000 members each of the appreciation for our pastors
inner city which constitute
little
each
night,
a
victim
of
overflow
in
a
specific
way,"
4rotddn't go in there alone-YOU Detroit's slums.
Route 5, Madison, he is a mem- Mormon, Episcopal- and- -Unitedfear and economic anemia. The needed two,
ber of Sigma Nu social fratern- Church of Christ denominations. -.Yaks said in his regular weekly
There is fear. It is not as
men
who
control
the
city,
to
a
column
in
the Capital Baptist.
"So after the riots they came
ity.
great degree, don't live there. In with federal money and intense as it was after 1967,
The men who might control the cleaned it up and put in new when suburbanite men made a
Elected secretary was Vivian Not by mail
city are deserting it in large walls and new rugs on the run on hand guns and taught
Minks of Elkton, a sophomore
(UPI) - The
numbers for the suburbs, floor. It was going to be
journalism major. The daughter "SALEM, Ore. ,
suulti-PurPuse .leaving vast stretches of medium housing, $70 or $60 a
of 0. W. Minks of West Main, siMe-ettorne general- has-niled---luellieueset
can be used as a Detroit to the poor and the
she is presently serving as as- that a mail-order minister is bakk soda
month rent. The tenants were
sistant feature editor of the not entitled to perform' mar- dentrithee, a mouthwash, a deo- blacks,
going to be screened. But
dorant,
an
after-shampoo
rinse,
a
said,
riages.
To
The
qualify, he
tax structure grates, the someoie didn't do the screening
Murray State News. She served
as president of her pledge class minister must be assigned to a foot poWder,an acid indigestion streets are not safe after right, •
remedy,
to
soothe
sunburn
and
sundown, and the city itself
for Alpha- Phi Gamma. Miss church located in, hming conshake guys down and
suirsading Lynn Ben- gregations, and doing work in poison ivy irritation, a gargle for does not have enough money to ey tell you things and that's
tore throat, and a household do the things which need doing.
nirt, a senior from Louisville at the state.
ow we know that building is
•courer and cleanser.
The promisee of 1967 live on just the same as it ever was,
with the hangover, not repudiat- Maybe one squad car would
ed but in many cases not kept. eel safe answering a call there
Much the same could be said w, but I don't know."
of many, if not most, major
American cities. If Detroit is a On the face of it, Detroit has
special case, it is because the a lot going for it, It is the
motor city embodies so many nation's fifth largest city, with
of the nation's urban problems, a population of roughly 1,5
and because Detroit still lives million within the city limits
and 5 million in the metropoliBy MEL 14EIMER
with the ghost of 1967.
HAILED CRITICALLY in the
tan area. It is the city which,
two
in
roles
heater for her
After the tires died in 1967, as it likes to boast, put the
atirea of movies of the 'thirthe
men who run Detroit made nation on wheels. It has the
part
in
Faye
les—the Alice
bold
plans to heal the scars and headquarters of the automotive
in
Ruby
and
Curly McDimple"
right
the wrongs of the city, A giants, General Motors Ford
petite
Sea"—pert,
Dames At
prestigious organization, the and Chrysler, in its environs as
)ernadette Peters might easily
New Detroit Committee, was proof.
ave found herself type cast
formed. Federal money was There is a new mayor in the
nd limited to such retrospecNe period takeoffs. Instead, in
pumped into the city. The city-county building, a new,
ie past year or two, she has
automotive "Big Three," which young city council, and a new
loved effortlessly into featured
dominates the city's economic police commissioner to give
tiling on top television variety
life pledged to go into the fresh hope.
A.C.
Carrier
the
like
rograrns
Blue Collar City
ghettoes and practically press
Cooling It" special with Bing
the haunting memory
Despite
jobs
upon
those
who
were
on
aired
will
be
which
'roeby
and of another
1967;
of
hitherto
considered
unemployaApril
13.
Monday,
IBC-TV
in 1943, there is
riot
disastrous
ble,
She is a talented, happy, 22A .ride through Detroit's 10th a long tradition in Detroit of
ear-old girl from Ozone Park,
Psaciesit-4ee patrol car weite- and black_ lamilies-li
,ong Island; hicitig" a ban
forktrarerttn big singing stars
By DAVID SMOTHERS
UPI Senior Editor

Murray State Students Conduct
Religious Survey Spring Break

their wives how to use them in But the Big Three have been
organized classes.
feeling the tight money pinch
Police Patrols
and an estimated 9,600 of the
In 1966, 214 persons were hard core recruits have been
killed in Detroit. In 1969, the laid off.
figure more than doubled. In There is glowing talk in the
the first three months of 1970 city of what will be done and
there were 90 killings. Only what can be done, of miniparks
doubled police patrols cooled a along 12th Street, of turning it
frightening flareup of violence and other thoroughfares into
In downtown Detroit and that tree-lined boulevards, of wimeant police protection had to dened recreational facilities, of
be scanted elsewhere.
a revitalization of the city's
The downtown area, bustling creaking public transportation
enough at midday, is dead by system.
10 p.m. A figure on the streets
But these are promises and
is suspect, to be avoided by a Detroit has heard many promiprudent man. Hotel bartender ses. Even those in power are
In
midtown
Detroit warn often more inclined to look at
strangers at night, "whatever what has happened than to
you do, don't go down the promises past.
street."
------Two and a half years ago, the Finnish church aids
automotive companies made
HELSINKI (UPI) - The
much of plans to hire thousands Church of Finland has approof "hard core unemployables" priated $189,000 for its foreign
from the inner city, train them aid programs in 1970, church
at the firms' and government's officials said. They said the
expense, and give them jobs. bulk of the money, which will
They did that,
be followed by a
Since the program began, budget later thissupplementary
year, will be
Industry sources say, roughly spent on educational and
other
76,000 men have been hired. development aid.

*

'
C.

NUDIST WEDDING- It's Nevada's first.nudist wedding ceremony, near Pahrump. Everybody there was stitchleas except
Justice of the Peace Frank Woner, shown pronouncing Tobi
Eiferman, 33, and Donald Scott, 36, man and wife.

ye,

TV CAMEOS: Bernadette Peters

lernadette's No Longer a Dame at Sea

he could only admire from afar
Although she still has a warm spot in her heart for Off-Broodfew short years ago. Her reway movie spoofs, pert Bernadette Peters is happiest doing
ent trip to the West Coast to
songs and comedy with favorite stars ling Crosby, Dean Marape the show was her fourth
tin ond Flip Wilson on April 13 NBC-TV Special, "Cooling It."
Lit to Hollywoodi — and the
lost fun.
in "This .Is Goggle," which
'Hello' and I said 'Hello.' It
• • •
nice to be recognized like that: closed in Washington, D.C. At
. well, you know, a 13, she spent eight months on
TALKING ABOUT it in the it creates
stars the road playing Dainty June
wok Room of the Plaza, her kind of bond. When big
as a in "Gypsy." In 1967, as the lead
rown eyes were saucer-wide, you've looked at on TV
Penny Friend," Off
er hands constantly in motion, little girl—like Groucho Marx- - in "The
Broadway, she received a nomit's fun!"
nd her high, candy-coated do a double take,
• • •
ination for the Vernon Rice
°ice full of happy awe. "Bing
THE BUTTON-CUTE, five- Award. That same year she
'rosby is wonderful," she said,
really nice. He acts with you." foot-three performer combines made her Broadway debut in
'he almost unbelieving accent the confidence of an experienced the short-lived, "Johnny No
/as on the preposition, "He aci- pro with a genuine ingenuous- Trump" for which the N.Y.
d with me . . and you know, ness and a natural. sense of hu- Critics Poll named her "Most
e's such a big star, he doesn't mor. Her current thing is as- Promising New Actress.", She
ave to do it. He doesn't have trology- "February 28th—I'm left her next. "Curly McDima Pisces'"--and antique rings— pie" to play Josie Cohan in
o be that nice."
"Only 9 on 6 fingers." Her "George M." for which she reDoing a father-and-daughter
the
Theater
World
mouth is tiny, the type usually ceived
ketch with Crosfiy "felt marcalled. "cupid's bow" or "bee- Award. "Dames At Sea" which
eious" she said and, of course, stung"
and it appears smaller she had done in a brief earlier
he doesn't mind in the least
because of her strong chin line; version, brought her real critical
eing the only girl on the ape"My mouth and feet," she says raves.
1a1 which Includes Dean Mar• • •
"get all the reviews" Her
in, another of her favorites,
creamy skin is flawless. She
BERNADETTE sings contem✓itii whom she does black-outs
looks English, has been mis- porary music well, acts comuring a "Self-Improvement" taken
for Irish. and actually is petently, and has the makings
omedy segment, and comic Flip
from a close-knit Sicilian fam- of a comedienne. I asked her
Vilson, who made her promise
ily. She took her stage name which of the three specialties
o be on the "Tonight Shov:*'
from her father, Peter Lazzara, she planned to follOw. She
then he guest-host!it.
who has his awn one-truck looked thoughtful for a second,
•
•
•
Italian bakery business on Long then asked, hopefully, "Can't
,
ON EARLIER trips to the Island Bernadette's out-going, I do them all?"
oast, Bernadette had not yet ge- stage-struck "Ma," Marguerite
For TV, in addition to top
ome a recognizable celebrity. Maltese LAzzara, first took her programs, she has done two
'his time around she experi- to dancing school•in New York commercials, one for a cold
need the joy of having estab- when the blight child was three. ctlant sponsor and another she
• • •
won't even identify (it's a bra
imbed stars spot her. "It's the
&wet thing that's happened
BERNADETTE'S CHILD- commercial.) Now, she is reo me so far," she pax& "At the HOOD 'performing included all hearsing two more Kraft shows
leVerly 'Ws HoljeT one day, the ,children's TV shows and —she did two previously and
dike Nichol% was coming out as even, "Name That Tune" (she looks forward eagerly to doMit
Wes going in. I'd never met 'a-at then 512 and won $609.) two Carol Burnett shows next
Urn... but he smiled and said. Her first stage role, at 9, was o?asori.
Distributed by King Features lyndicate
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STORE HOURS
7:00 ill 9:00
PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD THRU MAY 5, 197U

SIRLOIN
STEAK

ROUND STEAK GROUND BEEF
109
99c
LB 49c
La

LB.

A.

PI) - The
d has approfor its foreign
1970, church
hey said the
y, which will
plementary
year, will be
at and other

BOLOGNA
LB. 69c

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

BEEF•••••

PoTFri*

ALL OUR FRYING CHI .C,NS
AND CHICKEN PARTS A .U.
S. INSPECTED GRADE,"A".

ARMOUR STAR

FIELDS CHESTNUT

CANNED HAM

BACON

WEiiDIERS
LB.

FIELDS

PURE

SWIFTS PREMIUM PROTEN

' SWIFTS PREMIUN PROTEN

69'

LB.

FRYERS

PURNELL'S PRIDE

6

BS299

GRADE A WHOLE

LB.

29c
MIDWEST

NABISCO
DELIGHTED PEACH

g.cereleas except
ming Tobl

KEEBIES

wife.

VANILLA CREAM FRABilINCA
PRESERVES
180z.39t CHOCOLATE FUDGE SOFTNER
S
DIE
SAN
MAW 2/24
DOG FOOD
GREENS
$2.09

ICE
MILK

WITH DICED TURNIPS

I/Z GAL.

FIELDS Trial

39c
14 0L.

279

[5 LB.

JUO CAN

FRITO-LA

*

FROZEN FOODS

COOKING BAGS Banquet - All Flavors _ _
ORANGE JUICE Frosty Acre.
BREADED SHRIMP Frosty seas
_
CUT CORN
GREEN PEAS
MIXED VEGETABLES
Fiosiv Acres

F.0011 _Acl*s

Frosty Acres —

5 oL
6 oz.

n•flf'
• hqr
89"
29°
Fo

10 oz.

20 o.

POTATO
CHIPS

20-ra.
20-oz.

29°
TV IN BAG

DUCE

59c

BUSH SHOWBOAT

PURPLE HULL

KIDNEY
AS
PE
EANS
BLACKEYED
2
/3i0
1;
35
/
PEAS JwcAN2

SPAGHETTI

BUSH FRESH SHELLED

iOU CAN

GAL.

2/45c

59c

.soO CAN

2/25c
4

PUREX

14 0/

BEANS

2 Lbs.
lb.

69°
5°
15°

1 lb. bag 10
12-oz.

bag

19' •

CUT
19
TOMATO MIEN
S
AN
BE
JUICE
MEXICAN 2/250
34184 BEANS

SH
NAVY
BEANS
2"
ii5ANc

CHEER
KING SIZE

99c

SPINACH
JUU CAN

2/29t

jUU CAN

FOLGERS

BUSH SHOWBOAT

PORK & BEANS
2/250

. COFFEE
Limit

Lbs.

83C

WHITE
HOMINY

MISS GEORGIA
ELBE RIO

PEACHES
I 1 "2

CAN

FACIAL TISSUE

PUFFS

DEL BROOK

OLEO

KC.)SY KITTEN

CAT FOOD
IS OL.

9

c

. •

LIPTON

TEA BAGS
43 CI .

/UU

CAr 1

21

WESSON
OIL
59'

240,

ILB

juo CAN

BUS I-I
BUSH

.303 CAN

L.

2/23c

DE TEKGE NI

STOKLEY'S

BUSH GREAT
NORTHERN

10 Lbs.

STOSEttY

Bt&H ItEb

CATSUP

PRO
*
AHO
Bh POTATOES BANANAS
TURNIPS
CARROTS
SLAW

33c

I

2/1i5c

59c

•••••••••-•
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Sgt Cal Jackson
New Army Recruiter
In Mayfield Area

VA Reports
Brighter
Outlook

It

VA loan activity would increase
In fiscal years 1970 and 1871.
The VA administrator also
reported that requests for appraisals of newly built homes
increased on a seasonally adjusted annual rate to 142,000
in February. This compares with
141,000 requests in January
1970, and 132,000 in February
Last year.
The seasonally adjusted annual rate for home loan applications was 196,000 in February, up from 193,000 in January, Johnson noted.
He added that loan applications for existing homes reached an annual rate of 124,000 in
February, an increase of 4,000
over January's annual rate.

Sgt. Carl Jackson, a native of
Varsaw, Ky., is the new U. S.
krmy recruiter in Mayfield.
A veteran of 10 years service
vith the Army, Sgt. Jackson was
The Veterans Administration
asigned as Army recruiter in the
today reported a brighter outaayfield area following one year
look in the immediate months
eerie* in Vietesm.
ahead in its role as guarantor
of home loans for veterans.
Administrator of Veterans Affairs Donald E. Johnson said
housing starts under the VA
program in February climbed
to 58,000-the highest annual
rate in the past 13 months. This
seasonally adjust figure was seven per cent above January,
and 12 per cent above February
PROXMIRE TESTIFIES
• year ago.
Johnson said nearly 12,000 apWASHINGTON (UPI)- Sen.
plications for G. I. loans were
Proxmire, D-Wis..
received in February, almost William
Monday that the
80 Per cent of them from post- testified
should copy
United States
Korean veterans.
He explained that housing de- Germany's Ruhr Valley by
mands of this group of veterans chargir.g industries for the
contributed to the favorable waste they dump into wateroutlook, and was foreseen by ways.
Proxmire told the certate
loan guaranty officials in VA's
budget and appropriations re- subcommittee on air and water
quest for fiscal year 1971.
pollution the system has been
SGT. CARL JACKSON
In making that forecast, of- in effect since 1904 and "has
YEW RECRUITER
ficials then expressed the view not only prevented the Ruhr
. He replaces Sgt. Richard that housing demands would in- from becoming an open sewer
for crease. They also acknowledged (but) has maintained a level of
?ohm, former recruiter
14 months who was assigned to that the fuE needs of younger water quality which permits
iuty in Vietnam.
Vietnam era and other post-Ko- fishing and other forms of
A graduate of Gallatin Co. rean veterans probably would recreational activity."
iigh School in Warsaw, Sgt. not be satisfied, even though
iackson also served as seemlier
n Maryland prior in his
uslignment in Vietnam.
The new recruiter will serve
he West Kentucky counties of
;raves, Marshall and Calloway
-ounties.
Anyone interested in
ilitaining information
'oncoming enlistment in the
tinny may contact Sgt. Jackson
it the Mayfield Post Office on
Rest Broadway or cad number1474525.
The recruiter is married to
he former Jean Nicholson of
Neny, Maryland. The couple are
isrents of two daughters. The
'amily plans to move to
Aayfield ss soon as housing is
tradable.
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tional Live Stock and Meat Brown in lard or
meat said Monday.
drippings.
Board. They're especially tasty Cook at a moderate
The Pentagon said that for
tempera- SOVIET MANEUVERS
when breaded.
ture 20 to 25 minutes or until
the first time the helicopter
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
done, turning occasionally to
carrier Leningrad has sailed
rae
BPorklets
insure even cooking.
largest maneuvers in Soviet Into the Atlantic. It said two
6 servings.
naval history are in progress in groups of Soviet ships may
6 porklets (pork cubed
the Mediterranean, Norwegian meet in the Philippine Sea
s)
iik
stgepgaskm
2 ecu
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Spring Is Season
To Try Something
New—Porklets!
Spring, the time for new
flowers, new styles and new
interests, is also a good season
for trying new meat cuts to
update family dining. Your
meat retailer may display
porklets which are pork cubed
steaks. If so, put some in your
shopping cart; if not, make
inquiry. Porklets are delicious
when prepared in such a variety of ways that it may be
hard to choose just one recipe,
according to Reba Staggs,
home economist for the Na-
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NEW MAN IN NUMBERS GAME-Dr. Curtis Tarr, 45. looks
optimistic in Washington as new director of Selective Service. Gen Lewis EL Hershey (left), head of the service
since
its inception in 1940. is now an advisor to President
Nixon
on manpower mobilization.
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LONDON (UP
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taring a demonstration outside
le U.S. Embassy protesting
Ileged American interference
Trinidad. One policeman was
ilured when he was hit on the
sad with an iron bar.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

THE MERCHANTS CREDIT
ASSOCIATION

WANTED: Dictaphone typist for

the medical record dept., with
stedicai termirxdogy experience
In the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Apply in person Nonday-Friday from 8:30 a, in. till
114C
4:00 p. m.

Will Have A Coffee Meeting
Thursday Night, April 30th
at 7:00 o'clock p.m.

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

WANTED: men to help train
bird dogs and run dogs in field
trials. Phone 4364406, Chrysler
TIC
Bird Dog Kennels.

SAM don't forget to pick up the WE ARE now an authorized
shampooer and Blue Lustre at Downs carpet dealer, with full
OPENINGS for full or part time
M-2-C line of samples, 501 Nylon
Big K.
work. Good earnings. Write
Acrilyan Acrylic, Wood and KoP. 0. Box 214, Murray, Ky. InSUPER stuff, sure nu!; That's del, also indoor outdoor carpet.
11-3-P
clude phone number.
Blue Lustre for cleaning car- Allabove completely installed.
shampooer
electric
Rant
pets.
No Job too small to be aware
WANTED: Waitress. Apply in
$1. Western Auto, Home of of or too large to be taken care
persoo to Trenholm's Restaur-211-C
A
"The Wishing Well".
of. Carraway Fikrniture & Apa. Curbs and Gutters. Blacktop
ant, 12th and Chestnut. A-30-C
pliance, 105 North 3rd Street.
00 City School District
WANTED: Full time maintenM-1-C
ROSES - AZALEAS, beddinll Phone 753-1502.
se Nice Large Lots Gently Rolling
man. Must be experienced
ance
ornaJunipers,
plants, Hollies,
re One of the Nicest in Town
in light mechanical work. Apmulches, fertilis- EARLY AMERICAN table (49x
trees,
mental
36 without leaf), six chairs. Exa' Terms to Meet Your Budget
ply to Mr. Jones, Holiday Inn,
ers etc. Largest selection
A-30-C
cellent condition, $70.00. Phone
sc With Up to 5 Years to Pay
South 12th Street.
southand
Tennessee
northwest
and
sink combination).
gerator
753-7937.
11-1-C
NurVirgin's
at
Kentucky
west
Also 6 air conditioners; wall
MANAGER or trainee for JunCome By or Call
RENT
IIIIRVICES OFFERED
sery, Union City, Tam., 901- 14 rr fishing Boat with, livebeaters; electric appliances;
ior Department Store. Salary,
1:14-29-C
885-0396.
or
E15-1631
well, trailer, 5 HP Johnson mo- KELLY'S PEST CONTROL Ter.!TWO-BEDROOM duplex apart- profit sharing and insurance
plumbing fixtures; windows and
TIC program. Positions in other lodoors. Also a lot of marble
SIZE pigs. Phone tor; ia inch RCA portable TV,gates-eat year bona. Bombes:ment. Phone 753-7834
WEANING
dresser and vanity tops; some
Southside Shopping Center
A-29-C belt driven window fan. Phone -carry germs. Spiders-are ONE-BEDROOM furnished a- calities. Give age and referen753-4563 or 492-8790.
metal nail on acadold; T. V.
753-7770.
ces. Address reply to Personnel
poison. For free inspection call1
out of city limits
753-2731 110 753-8125
antennas and a lot more items
Kelly'. Pest Control 753-8914 1 partment,
USED air conditioner, 8,000
Director, P. 0. Box 2688 NashPhone 753-8441 or 753-8555.
too numerous to mention. This
Tennessee 37201. 11-184
BTU, $30.00. Phone 753-4433. GIRLS CLOTHING, sizes 3 to 5, IN hours a day.
1f-1-C ville,
A-30-C Junior Petite. Good condition.
is just a portal Listing. Don't
and
mowers
FILED,
lawn
M-1-C
Reasonable.
SAWS
Call
753-1518.
,
miss this big sale. Food and
apartment with
small appliances repaired sad TWO-BEDROOM
HOOVER self-contained luggage
drinks neort door at Ky. Lake
stove, air conditioning, frigidNOME
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
than
Less
cleaner.
/
513
vacuum
yard
tools
sharpened.
le
USED TRAILERS. Located is
Lodge. For information call:
aire and carpeted. Couples and
a few
trailer part on East Highway, South L2th Street, Phone MB, teachers only. Phone 753-2898.
Early American Motel 474-2241 3-BEDROOM brick veneer, 1 BY OWNER: Three - bearoom ane year old. Used only
May-11C
or Otto Cheater, Auction Ser- bath, utility and carport, car- brick house on Dodson. Low imes, 135.00. Phone 753-8834 sat up, ready to rent for an in- P967,
M-4-C
A-30-P vestment or occupy yourself afvice, 135-4042, Lynn Grove, Ky. peted in bedrooms, and hall. down payment, transferrable ter 4:00 p. m.
NESBITT FABRIC SHOP
sleep
conditioned
air
LARGE
now
be
sell
8
ter
Must
June
M-8-C
1TP Panelled in kitchen with built- loan. Phone 753-5164,
Rent: Mobile tore new lease
or
SALE
entrance
FOR
Private
room.
ing
One Table of
signed- Phone
in cabinets. This is m Catalina.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, liv- Home, two bedrooms, 51' x 1W, 7516202 after 6:00 p. as.
Large parking area. ZimmerAUCTION SALE: Ent: Sporting LOCATED in Dexter a 2-bed- ing room, den, built-In kitchen, oompletely furnished with car4
--Gravel,
Sand
and
LINENS
SUMMER
Limestone
man Apartments, South 16th
H-M-1
and Gift Shop. Saturday May room frame, carpet and linole- 1% baths, utility room and clos- peting, 1966 model. Located on
Hauling. Driveways built.
and
Street. Phone 753-6609. A-34C
um
floors,
one
bath,
two
large
2 beginning at 1:00 p. m. Old
ed-in garage. Located on 90' a shaded lot, six miles fromolturEMBROIDERIES
and new merchandise. Tables, shade trees.
Backhoe, Dozer and Grader
306' lot. Lose transferrable, 71$ ray. Call 753-6770 days, 4922 Price
t,
for
apartment
FURNISHED
piano, spinning wheel, repro- 2-BEDROOM frame, one bath, Fid1111120 Drive, Bagwell Manor 8613 nights.
M4-C
Work.
IKIPT1C11
three or four boys. Also private
ductions of old vases and bowls. living mom, utility, located or Subdivision. Call 753-5453 or
Line of
Complete
rooms. Phone 753-7381 days or
Ironstone and many other items. 541 north on one acre lot
11-74 GARAGE SALE, Saturday, May 1970 CALENDAR Dm& Masa
7524747.
Bridal and Brides Maid
-BEDROOM
3
brick
2
veneer,
until
m.,
at
a.
in.
p.
available
A-34C
after
5:00
9:00
753-5108
now
are
2nd, from
sad refills
Wayne Wilson, Auctioneer. If
Accessories
It mina, sale will be held fol- baths, utility and carport, can LARGE MODERN ranch style everything is sold. Some of the the Ledger & Times Office kw
NICE furnished apartment for
Mal
heat
and
air,
including
it
carpeted
rerange,
TEM
an electric
are
items
stem
ply
lowing Thursday night Conkick home on 100' a MO' woodfour girls and one for five girls
Veils and Tie
cord Rood across from Rlaieek. living room, hall and bedrooms ed lot in Sherwood Forrest. frigerator, air-conditioner, au
for summer semester. Phone
& Set'tomatic washer, rugs, some fur- ELECTROLUX SALES
Coleman Funeral Home. M-1-C Den and kitchen combinatioe Three bedrooms with
753-7381 days, or 7534108 after
Ky., C.
abundant
with built in stove and diab
niture, clothes, and numerous vice, Boa 213, Murray,
closet space and hardwood
A-30-C
5-00 p. in.
Sanders. Phone 383-3832
W
washer,
on
located
NESBITT FABRIC SHOP
Kirkwood
anytime
by
Come
items.
other
AUCTION SALE: at the Tho- Or,
SWIMMING POOLS serviced
.floors. Carpeted living room,
Lynnville, Kentucky.
to
sale
4 Miles South of Murray
before
as.,
p.
5:00
after
TWO-BEDROOM
apartupstairs
mas J. Mania home, located on
and
All
types
new
formal dining room and seperate
repaired.
iter*C
on Highway 641
two
blocks
from
square.
mead,
old Van Cleve Road at Alnico LOCATED on comer of Wood family room with fireplace. see items listed. Located at 500
pool construction. Free estimatnolo
road to lawn and Sycamore, a 3-0e4- Kitchen has all built-ins, dur- Kentucky Ave., phone 753.8235 JANE'S ceramic Shop is now es. Call collect: 1416-58118. Couples only, $85.00 per ED Ky. Go east on M.
sale marker. Saturday May 2, room brick veneer, one ha* able Toginol floor and many
open. We have gifts for all pur- Western Kentucky Pool CO3 th.. Phone 753-7965 after 5:00
1M-1-C
1970, 1:00 p. m. Selling: two living room, kitchen with built- cabinets. Foyer, two tile baths, BSA Motorcycle. 1969 Firebird poses. Owned by Mrs. Jane Inc., Skyline Dr, Hopkiniville, p. in.
beds with springs and mattsess- in cabinets, with closed garage. two car garage, patio, central Scrambler. Low mileage. 220 Lamb and Mrs. Martha Miller. Kentucky.
ASIC PRIVATE, nicely furnished
es, chifferobe, dresser, two 3-BEDROOM brick veneer, one air-conditioning, economical gas North 13th Street Phone 753- Two miles east off Highway 94.
ALTERATIONS and sewing. sleeping room. Available May 1.
AUCTION SALE
chest of drawers, two wool rugs, bath, kitchen, dining room, beat and city water. House 2386.
A-30-P Phone 7534533 or 753-3141.
M4P Quiet atmosphere. Efficiency
A-RO-P Phone 753-1806.
platform rockers, two rocking Large living room, utility and shown by appointment. Call 753apartment,
August
15,
available
chairs, electric sewing machine, carport on 85' x 285' let on 6678.
M-16-C TWO SPORT coats, size 8 and I GOING OUT of business. Every- WILL BABY SIT with children utilities it. Two blocks from
good condition, coffee tables North 17th Street.
A-30-C thing marked down. Our build- In my home. Experienced. the University. Phone 753-2672,
Phone 753-7573.
and end tables, book case with 3-BEDROOM brick veneer, die •CORNER LOT, 13th and 01- 10.
A-29.0
11-1-C
glass doors, good as new. One and kitchen combination, large Ire, zoned for four apartment'. HORSE, two years old, wel' ing has been leased. All must Phone 753-8389.
Gibson range, one Philco range, living room, one and half bath 811750.00. Phone 75E6202 after trained. Phone 753-8090. M-4-L go in April. China, gifts souve- POSITION WANTED: Ex-teachSwaziland is southern Afrinirs, archhry, fishing equip
41X10 p. as.
good as new; Westinghouse re- utility and carport
er will baby sit. Excellent care
11-M-1-C STORE FIXTURES, displa% ment. You must see to really or will sit with convalescent, ca's smallest country, with 6,701
frigerator, two dinette sets, stove in kitchen, located on 80
square miles of land..
cOunters. They must go now appreciate what we have. Ent: days Phone 753-2672.
pressure cooker, cooking uten- a 130' lot on Catalina.
14-1-C
* * *
sils, kitchen cabinets, wood 2-BEDROOM brick venear, one 3-8EDROOM brick in North Ellis Gift Shop across from Gift Shop and Sporting Goods,
stove. Antiques: rockers, willow bath, kitchen, dining room Hills Subdivision Priced only Blalock-Coleman, new location across from Blalock-Coleman
Geologists estimate the
A-20-C
Funeral Home.
chair, pictures, oil lamps, tables, utility and carport on a 85' $13,500.00. Choice building lots of Murray Sport & Marine.
earth's weight at 6 sextillion/
100' x 225' some are larger. WaA-29-C
chain, beds, bottles sod dishes. 285' lot on Story Ave.
IRIT
TO
WARTED
RAINBOW GIRLS Smorgasbord,
588 quintillion tons.
PURYEAR. TENN.
Other items too numerous to LOCATED on Van Cleve Road ter and gas and priced from
BOAT, 20' a 8', car- 5 p. m., Thursday, at WOW
* *•
mention. Sale by Koott's Auc- a 4-bedroom frame, bath, dm $1500.00 to 12500.00. Claude L. PONTOON embossed aluminum Hall. Adults $1.50, children un- FOUR GILTS to have pigs about
SATURDAY, MAY 2
and
pet
11-1-C
the first of June 1970. Call 489Miller, Realtor.
tion Service. Phorisoo.41117-64
10:00 A.M.
and kitchen combination, can.
A-30-C
The State University of New
top, 35 HP Johnson motor. Com- der ten $1.00.
A-30-C
2755.
Hardin, Kentucky.
of the late
Estate
tral heat and air, 265' a 273'
students
286,707
plete and ready to go. Morgan's
with
BELTONE factory fresh hear, WANTED: 14" Crash Cymbal York,
lot.
J. I. OWEN
in the
Boat Dock. Phone 7534530.
enrollment
largest
the
has
A-29-P ins aid batteries for all make or 18" or both...CMI 753-3793 nation.
Taylor Owens. Adm.
AUTOS FOR SAL'
3-nEDROOM brick veneer, 3
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
McBride, Auctioneer
after
5
p.
an.,
Shorty
611
Broad
Street
AUTOS FOR SALE
and
room
H-lit
records,
baths, sunken Emily
1969 BUICK Electrk cuetom TACHOMETER, radio,
347
kitchen, central heat and air, four door hardtop. Beige with 8 track tapes, phonograph. Call
When a forest burns so does
ceramic tile bath, powder room, beige vinyl tap. Kentucky tags. 753-3793 alter 5 p. in., 611 S.
carefully.
his food.Use fire
2-car garage on Belment.
NOTICE
NEW DAMN
M-1-P
NOTICE
Loaded with power seats, power Broad Street.

AUCTION Sale, Satan*, May
2, 10 p. m. at the Blue Grass
Moeal, next door to Sue and
Charley's in Aurora, Kentucky.
This place has changed hands
and everything must 80. we
have 6 units of furniture to sell.
Nice beds, spriags and mattresses; dressers; recliners; odd
chairs; tables; night stands;
lamps; antique rockers; refrigerator and electric Move. 1 light
housekeeping unit (stove, refrl-
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w
"ta
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11091a I

NOTICE

249,Soil Payee

AUCTION SALE

WEDNESDAY - APRIL 29, 1970

& TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

LOTS FOR SALE

at the
SOUTHSIDE RESTAURANT
All Members Are Urged To
Attend This Meeting

Plainview Acres Subdivision

in

FOR

Freeman Johnson,,Realtor

Trc'

HAULING

Phone 753-17181
or 753-5108
TIC

RIGHT"

P

79°

39
.81k
790
680
790
T , MAY 2

TRADE-INS
1969 TOYOTA Corona, 4door sedan, automatic
factory
transmimion,
air. $1988.
1968 VW Sedan, radio, stereo
tape player, very nice
$1488
1969 DATSUN 4-door Station
Wagon, 4500 actual
miles_ New car warren--ty, antoenatie tz
aim. SAYE $70W -1969 DATSUN 4-door Station
Wagon, automatic, air
conditioning, low mileage. SAVE $1,000

98C

1967 DATSUN (door Station
Wagon, local car, up to
30 miles per gallon
Real nice, $1048.00.
1964 FORD Ya-ton pick-up,
Custom cab, cverdrive,
radio_ Nice, $888.

Ea.

290
590
590
1AP
Abe.-

torel
1970
P09

41.11".
MN.
••••••••.•••-

tomer

AP
AP
9c
otos
1170

1964 PLYMOLTH Belvedere
6-passenger Station Wa$728.00.
gon.
lair-condi
Automatic,
tiOtlirkg,

1963 INTERNATIONAL Scout, 4-wheel drive.
1966 SlIfCA 4-door. Real economy car.Special $588.
1965 SIMCA (door, good
transportation, $388.
1966 DATSUN (door sedan,
1300 Series, reel econ
-oray car.
1768
We have hist received a
shipment of 1970% Datsun
plck-ups and cars. Airs Pat
sun's newest model, the
"240-Z" w'll arrive on Fri
'UV. May .1st.

LASSITER McKINNEY
DATSUN
Phone 753.7114
Open II a. rnol p. rn
S> c more St

3-BEDROOM two-story brick-et windows, air conditioning, cru- GARAGE SALE: clothing and
neer, one bath, utility, also &- ise control, and the works. One many other items, cheap Fribrick veneer garage apartment owner. New car trade in. Dwain day afternoon and Saturday,
B-1-C
In back included with bath, 1% Taylor Chevrolet Inc., South 1500 Cardinal Drive.
acres on Highway 121 west. 120 Street, Phone 753-2817.
Baldwin.
A-30-C PIANOS and Organs,
Rent or buy. Used, new pianos.
FARMS:
ONE FARMALL Cub tractor. Across from Post Office, Loner
Stokes Tractor & Implement de Piano Co., Paris, Tenn
19 ACRES near north loth St., Co., Industrial Road. Phone 7531-C
i
2 miles from Murray:
A-313-C
11319.
77 ACRES, 40 or 50 acres in
TWO BOYS sport coat.. cumen/thence, 9 acres corn base,
8.
126 tcba-.-co base, frame two- WRECKED Volkswagen. Every- mer, size 8. Boys pants
in good shape, _except -Little-girls- dresses, sons 2 and
bedroom balm with electric
A IC
neaten/3e stook Mane cern erib. body. Cain and Taylor Gad Stare 3. Phone 753-5583.
51 ACRES near North 16th flon. Cornir of 5th and Main
ITC
Street 2 miles from Murray.
ONE FARMALL A Tractor.
DO Acres, near New Providence Stokes Tractor & Implement
80 Acres, near New Providence. Co., Industrial Road. Phone 7533 Acre Farm, stock barn, with 1319.
A-30-C
a 4-room house on Highway 444.
327
engine.
CHEVROLET,
WE MUST GO BACK TO YOUR
1963
LAKE:
three-speed, $450.00. Phone 733- CHILDHOOD TO ,FIND THEA-294 ROOT OF YOUR AMNESIA .
LOT NUMBER 955 mit No. 4 8619.
TELL ME THE FIRST THING
in Pine Biuff Subdivision, clearTWO MASSEY-FERGUSON 35
YOU REMEMBER
use.
for
ed and ready
tractors. Stokes Tractor & Implement Co., Industrial Road.
8 Lots in Cypress Cove.
A-30-C
Ply rie 753-1319.
6 Lots, with a 2-bedroom frame
house, one bath, ceramic tile 1960 RAMBLER, good mechanon floor and walls, utility, Pee- ical condition. Make good
car. Remonable. May be
Wed walls, front porch, located
In Kentucky lake Development. seen at 1713 Calloway after 5:30
M-1-P
p. as.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY:
l Awasia„.
);'
SW a 36' Body Shop, on 273' a
1960 BUICK Invicta, 2-door
275' lot in Hazel, Ky.
en445
Wildcat
white;
hardtop,
Lot 190' s 100' with a small
heater, power brakbottle across from Jones' Iron gine, radio, steering; new bates and power
Works.
tery; 1970 license; extra clean.
May be seen any afternoon after
Lot 105' a 180' next to Parker 4:00 p. at at 303 South 12th
A-30-C
Popcorn.
VACANT LOTS:
10
Let 6 and 1 in Grove Heights ONE USED Massey-Ferguson
Subdivision on Highway 94 east. HP riding lawn mower. Stokes
InSHE FELL I N LOVE
7% Acres, with large pond, ap- Tractor & Implement Co.,
proximately 700' frontage on Mistrial Road. Phone 753-1319.
WITH YO(J, AT
A40-C
Highway 641 north.
SIGHTFIRST
WILSON Real Estate, Phones. 1963 one-ton Jeep pick-up
EVEN THOUGH
Wellman:
75342E3, 753-5085;
r1
t4
$450.00. Call 753807; ik
OU'RE THE
Charles McDaniel, Bill Adams,
WRONG
and Larry Wilson. 'The only RIDING HORSE, six years old
MAN!!
Real Wats Auctioneer is Cal- and saddle. Phone 753-4039.
A 30-C
n40-0
loway County."
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TOMATOES & PEPPERS

Shirley Greenhouses
•
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by R. Van Buren

Abbie 'N Slats

ing

NEW YORK (UPI) - Mace,
the chemical spray used to break
up riots, is carried by postmen-.
who might need it to stupefy a
hostile canine. And now --according to a report in "Medical
World News"-the newest use
for mace is in the mental hospital. Attendants supposedly only
use the chemical quieter when
tbere's-AO ether-Say-of calming
a patient-er patients on a rampage,

•

c:ar.
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JOLTiN' CHARLIE I3ACK
INTER REMEMBERIN'
THINGS LIKE THEY
THAT'S JUST THE
TROuBLE, DOC- -ALL
WAS
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Lil' Abner
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In 1/1111. Tesas trail/oil 3
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1164 IMPALA four door sedan.
Kentucky tags. White, one owner, nessicar trade in. Power
steering, air conditioning and
powerelide Dwain -Taylor Chevrolet Inc., South 12th Street
A-30-C
Phone 753-2617.
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A) Yes, you should keep
these records and other information used to prepare your
return. If your return is audited, these records will help
substantiate items on your tax
return.

taxa
t,osA,
n
1V4,o

extended period of time to heal
any
preclude
should
and
sustained recovery during this
convalescence."

wj3

1-Docitron

-0.s.Trawl-,

DO+,•

ers Ask IR

Hospital Report
YORK
(UPI)— "No
NEW
immediate end" to the general
market decline is in sight,
according to Gould's Position.
It incicts that "better buying
opportunities" are still in the
that
suggests
and
future
investors accumulate reserves
for what is to come.
With the low bear market in
most stocks now undergoing
"another leg downward," the
"highly speculative and highly
volatile" issues are being
especially hard hit, Walston &
Co. notes. It points out that
some of the clip is a "natural"
correction of the "far flung"
speculation of several years ago
In many "fad" stocks. At the
same time, the .analyst notes
that the market, according to
some charts, "is approaching a
theoretically oversold area" for
the first time since February,
thus, "a bit of a rally" may
result.

•

ADULTS 87
NURSERY 2
APRIL 25, 19'70
DISMISSALS
Charles Rhodes, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Louise Balentine, Rte.
3, Murray; Mrs. Pauline Harris,
901 Fairlane, Murray; Miss
icent Minx, 1307 Doran Rd.,
Murray; Miss Rhonda Odom,Rte.
1, Hardin; Mrs. Ann Watson,Rte.
7, Murray; Zack Holmes, Box
166, Hazel; Mrs. Willie Vance,
Rte. 4, Murray; Miss Nancy Wendiand, 44 E. Ashland, Plainville, N.J. ; William Miner,1654
Calloway, Murray; Mrs. Mary
Burkeen, Rte. 3, Murray; William Robert Mayfield, 219 S. 15th
St., Murray; Mrs. Yana Shyest,
410 S. 6th St., Murray.

ADULTS 85
The lack of buying in the NURSERY
2
to
attributed
is
market
stock
APRIL 26, 1970
"everybody. . oraitinc for the
other guy to get his feet wet,"
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
according to the Alexander
Hamilton Institute. The analyst
Mrs. Rheda Chadwick, and
says the market now is "in a
Baby Boy, Buchanan, Tenn.
with
phase,"
bottoming out
some testing of recent laws
DISMISSALS
"but no major selloffs." Therefore, the company adds, invesMrs. Masie Owen, Rte. 2,Haztors should make "selectivity"
el; Mrs. An White, Rte. 2,
their guiding principle, with any
Hazel, Mrs. Janice Mins and
buying limited "torn high grade Baby
Girl, 742 Nash Dr., Murstocks with low price-earning
ray; Bruce Futrell, Rte. 4, Murratios."
ray; Mrs, Mary Williams, 106
No. 9th St., Murray; Fred Lovett,
408 No. 5th St., Murray; Mrs.KiIt would be "fool hardy" to tty Lawrence, Rte. 1, Dexter.
buck a market decline of the
present "severity" or to
NOW YOU KNOW
attempt to pinpoint a stopping
place, Standard and Poor's
Corporation maintains. It goes by United Press internationel
on to say that "there is. .no The press dining area in
need to do so inasmuch as the Houston's Astrodome is called
market's wounds will take on the lunch pad.

This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S:
Ivernal Revenue Service and is Published as a Public
serviee to titxpaftrs. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
sent to the taxpayer or applied
CD I'm moving in a few
to any tax he may then owe.
weeks and my refund hasn't
come. What should I de if it
doesn't come before I move?
Q) If I buy a new tractor for
my farm, can J still take the
A) Give your postmaster
investment credit en it?
your new address so the refund can be forwarded to you.
A) No, the investment credThis will assure your refund
it provision was generally re-.
you
promptly.
to
gets
.pealed by the Tax Reform Act
of 196. It does isit apply to
Thousands of refund 'checks
are held up each year because . most equipment acquired after
•
April 18, 1969. '
taxpayers have moved without
leaving forwarding addresses.
Wiien a check has been reQ) Is &ere any change in
tuened to IRS by the Post Of- .the Social Security tag ra(e.on
fice, it is held until the taxhensehold employees?
payer either writes IRS or files
. 44 The'rate is still 4.8 peranother return giving his new
address: The refund is then cen( for the employee and 4.8

WEDNESDAY — APRIL 29. 11*

for the employer making a
combine& rate of 9.6 percent.
Anyone who paid a household
emplusee $50 or more in total
cash cages during January,
February and March should
pay 9.6 ,percent of the total
wages to IRS using Form 942,
Employee's Quarterly Tax Return for Household Employees.
The deadline for paying
these taxes is April 30.
Q) 1 was 65 last month. Isn't
nu boss supposed to stop taking Social Security out of my
Pay!
Al No, employers are required to withhold Social Security taxed on the first $7,800
in- wages paid each employee.
The age of the,employee does
not change this requirement
Q) Should I keep the records
I used to make out my 1969
tis.return?'

Q) I sent in my tax return
without a W-2 from • parttime job. Should I send it in
now?
A) If you included the income and amount of tax withheld from the Form W-2 on
the income tax return you
filed, send the W-2 to the IRS
for association with your return.
However, if you did not
include the wage and tau
amounts from the W-2 on
your return, then you should
file Form 1040X, Amended
U.S. Individual Income Tax
Return. Fill out this form completely according to the instructions and send it with the
W-2 to the Internal Revenue
Service, Center serving your
district. Copies of Form 1040X
and instructions are available
at local IRS offices.

BASQUES DEMONSTRATE

MADRID (UPI) — Police
broke iv antigovernment demonstrations by members of a
Basque separatist movement
Sunday and arrested 33 pera Roman
including
sons,
Catholic priest.
In Guernica, 30 persons were
arrested in a Basque demonmarking the 33rd
stration
anniversary of the bombing of
the city during the Spanish
. Q) I just put in a retirement Civil War.

WASHINGTON (UPI)— Interior Secretary Walter J. Hickel
today announced plans for a
national antipollution conference in Washington Sept. 29
through Oct. 2.
Rickel said more than 3,000
Industry, education and government leaders will be invited to
attend in an effort to carry out
President Nixon's plea for "a
total mobilization" to clean up
the environment.
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ACME QUALITY

ONE COAT LATEX
rultitme
WALL
FINISH

D RAEDSES ES

gallon
Hundreds and hundreds of rich colors
plot 60 elegant whites
to make decorating
easy No drips. Dries
fast.
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Color Guard your home and save.
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Econorrica
Skirts

1033 DIVISION ST. PADUCAH,-KY,
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April 20-May 2
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Big savings on 100% cotton sleeveless stripe knit
tops. Big K has tank tops,
round neck, mock turtle or
eottiw stykes-.Avelittrie in most any color you would
want. In small, med., large.
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Go casual and care-free in these Pant Shifts.
Zip front, ruffles, embroidery & pockets, In
solids, stripes and chocks. Sizes 10 to 18 mid
half sizes 14% to 24%.

LADIES

. A three car c
ed Wednesday 9
the intersection
Main Streets, ac
report filed by
ing officers of t
lice Department
were reported.
Cars involved
Chevrolet two d
Johnny Reagan
Lynn Mart.4 ft(
Fairlane DriVe,
Buick four door
don Marshall Not
South 15th Stree
a 1988 Ford Ra
by Kenneth J.
South llth Street
The Reagan c
east on Main St
Norsworthy car
turn in front of t
according to the
The two cars col
the NorsworthyOwen car going
Street, the pone
Damage to th
and the Owen cai
on the front en(
Norsworthy car
and left rear.
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raising a whole s
believes that, wl
grows older, the

PANT SHIFTS

'8"

WHITE
ONLY

Great for travel and sports. Many
styles. Some with wrap fronts or
solid colors With print sash.
Slim;6 to 16- In a wide array-or
colors.

LADIES

Ladies tunic slee,eiess :oos
cotton or poplin, sailor or basic
s!yifts,
Some with Pock's
31)f zyc beck
in Lolids and ofJ.its. sts#A
18.

gallon

254

Spring into wirm weather
fashion In the most flattering way. Red/White,'
Blue striped torso to
with white pleated skirt.
Three lovely styles to
select from. MVPS 10 to 18.

LAbiE's
'TUNIC TOPS

LADIES

SCOOTERS
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$5 95
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PLANS CONFERENCE

Paint now with the

Reg

The 1
Source
In Mu
CallOWE

plan for myself and the three
people I employ in my business. PLANS NETWORK
WASHINGTON (UPI)— The
If I take on some summer help,
do I have to put them in the government plans to build a
retirement plan too?
nationwide network of indusA) No, part-time and sum- trial-type buildings with modern
mer employees usually do not equipment to handle parcels
have to be included in a self- separately from first class and
other types of mail, according
employed retirement plan.
Additional details on these to Postmaster General Winton
plans may be found in IRS M. Blount.
The facilities will speed
Publication 560, Retirement
Plans for Self-Employed In- service and save about $50
dividuals. Send a post card to million a year, he said. Blound
your local IRS office for a made the comments in a
free copy
•
copyrighted interview with U.S.
News & World Report.

Dow Ryan Is P
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LADIES

STRETCH DENIM
Short Shorts, Jameicas or Knee
Knockers in Stretch Denim. The
fabric with reflex action... in
75% cotton and 25% nylon. Comfortable, care-free and machine
waiheble,lenforized. In a wide
Wray of colors. Sizes 8 to IS.
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Dow Ryan, oan of
Louis C. Ryan of
has been aelecI
Military Academy'.
the Week," at Col
Dow is a membe
Teem and was low'i
a score of 80 in th
St. Andrews playes
Golf and Tennis C
gain Tuesday with
72 at Hohenwald.
era' CHA Golf Te
torious against bi
drews and Hohensi
Cadet Ryan rank
twenty percent of
made Honor Roll
meeler and holds a
average of 3.0. As B
Wei*. Cadet Ryan
recipient of a steal

